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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In this document we critically review existing and emerging methods for synthesising
evidence on clinical effectiveness for decision-making in Health Technology
Appraisals (HTA). We focus on methods that have been developed or have been
applied in HTA since the 2013 NICE Guide to the Methods of Technology Appraisal.
The following methodological areas are reviewed:


network meta-analysis, including a comparison of different parameterisations,
modelling treatment effects, bias-adjustment, and methods to assess reliability
of the recommendations based on network meta-analysis



adjustment for population differences in indirect treatment comparisons and
network meta-analysis, distinguishing between the case where networks are
connected or disconnected



synthesis of observational and randomised evidence



multiple outcomes, including multivariate meta-analysis models and models
that exploit structural relationships in the evidence



synthesis of evidence on surrogate outcomes for clinical endpoints



use of informative priors for between study heterogeneity and correlation
parameters



synthesis of data on survival including the cases when proportional hazards
does or does not hold, joint modelling of progression free survival and overall
survival, adjustment for patients switching treatments on disease progression,
and synthesis of RCT and external data to aid extrapolation



synthesis of evidence on the comparative accuracy of diagnostic tests,
including the cases where there is a single test or multiples tests, and the
situation where there is no gold standard.

We make recommendations for updates to the NICE Guide to the Methods of
Technology Appraisal for each topic, as well as recommendations for further research
and future technical support documents.
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2 NETWORK META-ANALYSIS (NMA)
2.1

Aggregate NMA with alternative parameterisations

In this section we use terminology from the statistical literature which sometimes conflicts with
terminology used in the meta-analysis literature. We use fixed effects for trials to refers to
separate (unconstrained) baseline effects for each study. Common treatment effect refers to
the same relative treatment effect across studies (which is what is usually termed a fixed effect
meta-analysis model in the meta-analysis literature). Furthermore, we use the terminology
arm-based models to refer to models which put the NMA model on treatment arms, and
contrast based models to refer to models which put the NMA model on relative effects. Note
that this terminology is distinct from the terminology used to describe the data used to inform
the models. Contrast-based models can be estimated using arm-level or contrast-level data.
Arm-based models can only be estimated using arm-level data.

The NMA models usually appearing in submissions to NICE have been based on models
described in TSD-2 (Dias et al., 2013, Lu and Ades, 2006) which also provides WinBUGS
Coding and further elaboration. These models are contrast-based (CB) with hierarchical
models for relative treatment effects, and fixed (unrelated) effects for trial baseline effects.

Several alternative parameterisations of NMA models for aggregate data have been proposed,
summarised in a recent review (White et al., 2019). Here we look at four types of variants:


Hierarchical models for trial effects



Arm-based models



Models for all treatment arms, not just those observed



Inconsistency models

2.1.1

Hierarchical models for trial baseline effects

Key references: (White et al., 2019, Senn et al., 2013)

In the standard NMA models (Dias et al., 2018) separate fixed effects are given for each trial
baseline on which relative effects are then added. Rather than fixed effects for trials, an
alternative is to put a hierarchical model on trial effects (also referred to as trial baselines or
intercepts) in addition to the hierarchical model on relative treatment effects. This has been
said to compromise randomisation (White et al., 2019), meaning that it may introduce bias into
the relative treatment effects. Whilst it might be expected that in practice the estimated relative
7

treatment effects might not greatly affected (Senn et al., 2013), it has been demonstrated that
quite large biases could occur in certain circumstances (White et al., 2019). Because fixed
effect baselines guard against the possibility of such biases, and code is readily available
(Evidence Synthesis TSDs), we believe that this remains the most prudent approach. This is
also in line with standard practise for pair-wise meta-analyses. The fixed trial effect NMA
models of TSD-2 are generalisations of standard pairwise meta-analysis: both produce exactly
the same results, as long as between-arm correlations in the likelihood for multi-arm trials are
handled correctly (Franchini et al., 2012).

There are circumstances with sparse networks and trials with zero cells the TSD-2 models will
not converge. If this is still an issue after removing studies with zero events on all arms (which
provide no information on relative effects) and treatments where the event is not possible
((Dias et al., 2018) Chapter 6), further modelling options to obtain stable computation are
available (Dias et al. 2018 Ch6). Options include placing a random effects model on the trial
baseline effects (Ohlssen et al., 2014), use of informative priors on treatment effect
parameters which may come from observational data (Soares et al., 2014), or borrowing
strength through a model on treatment effects (see section 1.4). Each of these methods makes
assumptions, borrowing strength from exchangeability of trial baselines, external sources, and
treatment models respectively. A critique of those different assumptions is required in each
application to guide as to the most relevant approach. Another option is to consider the scale
on which the model is applied, for example using risk-differences, or rate-ratios rather than
odds-ratios for the relative effects.

2.1.2

Arm-based models
Key references: (Dias and Ades, 2016, Hong et al., 2016a, Hong et al., 2016b, White
et al., 2019, Zhang et al., 2014)

CB models have parameters representing the trial-specific relative treatment effects. In armbased (AB) models there are hierarchical models for the absolute effects on each arm, and
correlation parameters between absolute effects. White et al. (2019) show that for every AB
model a CB equivalent can be constructed with a specific correlation structure between the
baselines and the treatment effects. However, the assumption of a hierarchical model on
baselines already makes it difficult to justify the use of AB models in HTA, although there are
several other reasons why they should be avoided.

First, the accepted practice with decision models for health interventions based on randomised
trial evidence is that the baseline model is informed by absolute estimates of outcomes on a
8

reference treatment. Standard practice in NICE submissions, and widely accepted in HTA, is
that the identification of evidence sources to inform the baseline model is an entirely different
process to identifying trials to inform relative treatment effects. Arm-based models, however,
at least as they stand now, oblige the user to use the same set of trials to inform both the
baseline model and the relative treatment effects (Dias and Ades, 2016).
A second difficulty is that, without relative effect parameters, the concept of “consistency”
which applies to relative effects, and meta-regression, in which relative effects are regressed
against covariates, become much more difficult to operationalise. This is important because
the validity of estimates from an NMA rely on consistency of effects between direct and indirect
evidence, and so it is essential to be able to assess this assumption. Inconsistency can be
assessed in AB models using a form of meta-regression (White et al., 2019). However,
standard solutions such as those in TSD-3 and TSD-4 would not be applicable, and AB
versions of these analyses appear to have no advantages.

2.1.3

Models for all treatments or just those included in a study?
Key references: (Phillippo, 2019, White et al., 2019)

The NMA models in TSD-2 include parameters only for the treatment arms that have been
included in a given study. For example, for a trial comparing treatments labelled as “2” and
“3”, there is a parameter for the relative effect of treatment 3 compared to treatment 2, but no
parameters for the effects of 2 or 3 relative to the “missing” reference treatment “1” (Dias et
al., 2013, Lu and Ades, 2006). These models are sometimes referred to as “baseline shift”.
An alternative formulation includes a parameter for the relative effects of treatments 2 and 3
compared to treatment 1, even though treatment 1 hasn’t been included in that study (White
et al. 2019), but the model is still estimated from arm-level data. The two models have the
same basic parameters and are exactly equivalent provided that correlations between
random effects in multi-arm trials are handled appropriately (Franchini et al., 2012). Both
formulations can be used in submissions as long as the correlations are handled appropriately
in the latter.

The parameterization that includes all the treatment effects can be more

convenient in certain applications including meta-regression, population-adjustment, and
heterogeneous between-trial variances (Lu and Ades, 2009), but may also be slower to
compute for random effects models due to the extra parameters.
A frequentist model for NMA implemented in Stata (White, 2015) “augments” the data to create
a treatment “1” arm with very low precision in all studies that do not include treatment “1”. This
allows a baseline shift model to be estimated within a frequentist paradigm, and gives very
9

similar results to the Bayesian implementation of the baseline shift model in the Evidence
Synthesis TSDs unless networks are sparse (Dias et al. 2018).

2.1.4

Use of inconsistency models for decision making
Key references: (Dias et al., 2010b, Dias et al., 2011c, Higgins et al., 2012, Jackson et
al., 2014, Lu and Ades, 2006)

A key assumption of NMA is consistency of relative treatment effects. The “null hypothesis” of
consistency should always be tested wherever there are “loops” of evidence (Dias et al.,
2011). Inconsistency models (Dias et al., 2010; Higgins et al., 2012; Jackson et al., 2014)
abandon the “consistency assumption” and introduce additional inconsistency terms or
treatment effects. Inconsistency models can be used to test the null hypothesis of consistency,
by providing a global test for inconsistency by comparing goodness of fit between the
inconsistency and consistency models (Dias et al., 2010). Inconsistency can be further
explored by plotting the contribution to the posterior residual deviance of each data-point for
the consistency versus the inconsistency model (the deviance-deviance plots (Dias et al.,
2018)), where datapoints that are much more deviant under the consistency model indicating
potential inconsistency/outliers.

A further proposal has been to use inconsistency models for decision making (Jackson et al.,
2014), where inconsistency parameters are incorporated in much the same way that
heterogeneity is in random effects models, by assuming that the inconsistency terms are
exchangeable. Our view is that inconsistency models are not appropriate for decision making,
firstly because the exchangeable inconsistency terms have no clear interpretation; secondly
because it is difficult to imagine a mechanism that would generate them; and finally because
taking at face value a body of data that is recognised as inconsistent may lead to perverse
recommendations that are unlikely to gain support from all stakeholders. Where inconsistency
is identified, then the first response should be to try to understand what might be causing it
(data extraction errors, methodological differences between studies, lumping treatment
definitions, etc) and adjust for it. If that is not possible then sensitivity analyses should be
conducted to understand the potential impact of inconsistency on recommendations.

Note that NICE TAs often use indirect comparisons where there are no loops of evidence and
it is not possible to test for inconsistency. However, in connected networks with loops of
evidence it is essential to test for inconsistency.

2.1.5

Recommendations
10



The Methods guide should be updated with a new section describing alternative
parameterisations. This should clearly state that the current methods in TSD-2 are the
preferred methods, and set out under what circumstances alternative methods may be
justified.



The methods for NMA in the Evidence Synthesis TSDs are recommended



Hierarchical models on trial effects should only be used if no other alternative solutions
are available, and the potential for bias should be clearly pointed out.



Models which have parameters for all treatment contrasts that could have been
included in a study can be used as long as the correlations are accounted for
appropriately.



Inconsistency should be checked if loops of evidence are present, and if inconsistency
is identified an attempt should be made to explain and adjust for it. In the absence of
an explanation, sensitivity analyses should be conducted. Inconsistency models
should only be used for checking for inconsistency and not for decision making.

2.1.6


Research Recommendations
A manuscript giving a practical guide for inconsistency checking is in preparation (early
draft). 1 month’s work to complete (once time found to work on it).

2.2

Population-adjustment methods in connected networks (anchored case)

Standard NMA assumes that the distribution of effect modifiers is the same in all trials.
Population adjustment methods (Phillippo et al., 2016, Phillippo et al., 2018a) open up the
possibility of relaxing this assumption, and thereby making a valid BvC comparison based on
AvB and AvC trials with different distributions of effect modifiers. These methods (Signorovitch
et al., 2010, Caro and Ishak, 2010) were developed for specific situation that arises in NICE
TAs, where a manufacturer has access to IPD from its own trial (say the AvB trial), while only
aggregate summary level data is available from the competitor’s AvC trials, but a comparison
between BvC is required.

2.2.1

Matching-adjusted Indirect comparisons (MAIC) – for connected networks (“anchored”
comparisons)
Key references: (Phillippo et al., 2016, Signorovitch et al., 2012, Signorovitch et al.,
2010)

11

Matched Adjusted Indirect Comparisons (MAIC) is a propensity score method proposed by
Signorovitch et al. (2010). The method identifies covariates measured in the trial with IPD that
interact with the treatment effect (for example using regression techniques). The selected
covariates are then used to reweight the observations in the IPD study, using inverse
propensity score weightings, to match the marginal covariate distribution in a study with
aggregate data only. The weights are obtained using a method of moments approach because
only marginal summaries of covariates in the aggregate data study are available (eg mean
and standard deviation from a baseline characteristics table). A critique can be found in TSD18. MAICs assume that all effect modifiers have been adjusted for, but this is limited by the
covariates that have been measured and reported in both studies. Adjusting for covariates
that are not effect modifiers reduces the precision of the estimates with no gain in reliability of
the estimates. There is usually little evidence of effect modification within a single study, due
to low power to detect effect modifiers. MAIC is only able to estimate treatment effects in the
AvC (competitor’s) trial population. Therefore, if the manufacturers of treatments B and C were
to each submit their own MAICs, based on the same two trials, the results they would produce
would be relevant for two different populations (which we suppose to have substantial
differences as this is the motivation to conduct population adjustment in the first place).
Furthermore, the target population for the decision may be a different population again. This
could lead to different and potentially spurious recommendations. Finally, MAICs are
problematic when there are more than 2 studies, because population adjustment is different
for each study that is being adjusted to. This makes application of MAIC to networks of
evidence impossible.

Furthermore, MAICs perform poorly in simulation studies, and in some scenarios perform
worse than standard NMA with no population adjustment (Phillippo, 2019).

2.2.2

Simulated Treatment Comparisons (STCs) - for connected networks (“anchored”
comparisons)
Key references: (Caro and Ishak, 2010, Ishak, 2014, Phillippo, 2019, Phillippo et al.,
2016)

Simulated Treatment Comparisons (STC) is a regression-based covariate adjustment method.
An outcome regression model is fitted to the covariates using IPD. This is then used to predict
the outcome of treatment B in the AvC trial, but rather than plugging in the mean covariate
values from the AvC trial, covariate values are simulated from a distribution with the reported
marginal summaries, and the resulting predicted effect of treatment B calculated. These
12

simulations are averaged over to generate a summary outcome for treatment B in the AvC
trial. Further details can be found in the key references, and a critique in TSD-18 (Phillippo et
al., 2016). The same criticisms of MAIC apply to STC (see section 1.2.1), but with the
exception that STC performs better in simulation studies than MAIC for the 2 study scenario
(Phillippo, 2019).

2.2.3

Multi-Level Network Meta-regression (ML-NMR) – for connected networks (“anchored”
comparisons)
Key references: (Phillippo et al., 2020, Phillippo, 2019)

Recently a new approach, Multi-Level Network Meta-Regression (ML-NMR), has been
developed (Phillippo, 2019; Phillippo et al., 2020). ML-NMR estimates relative treatment
effects at two levels, the population level (which is the target for inference) and the IPD level,
but it recognises the mathematical relation between the two, by integrating over the trial
population. Integrating over the covariate distributions gives estimates that are more precise
than those obtained by STC due to the additional uncertainty introduced by simulation.

ML-NMR has the advantage that it is applicable to any connected network with any mixture of
IPD and aggregate data. It has the property that, in the absence of effect modifiers, it will
produce the same results as standard NMA. Also, if all trials have IPD it gives the same result
as IPD meta-regression, which is the gold standard method to population adjustment. This is
a key property as it indicates that ML-NMR is underpinned at both ends by methods that are
well-understood and which are readily replicable. This is not necessarily the case for MAICs
which can be performed in a variety of different ways.

Like MAICs and STCs, ML-NMR also assumes that all effect modifiers have been adjusted
for. The disadvantage of ML-NMR is that except for linear models with identity link and
continuous covariates the integration step requires numerical methods. An R package calling
Stan is currently being developed which includes models with log, cloglog, logit, and probit link
functions, as well as models with survival analysis outcomes.

A recent simulation study (Phillippo, 2019) shows that ML-NMR performs similarly to STC in
the 2-study scenario when the target population of interest is the population in the trial with
aggregate data. However, it performs better than STC when the target population differs from
that of the trial with aggregate data.

2.2.4

Recommendations
13



TSD-18 (Phillippo et al., 2016) advises on circumstances under which MAIC and STC
could be used in submissions, and sets out some particulars of how they should be
used and presented.



We recommend that a new TSD is prepared to show how to use ML-NMR, along with
worked examples and software code, and that the Methods Guide is revised to make
it clear that MAICs should not be used under any circumstances, that STCs can be
can be used for two-study scenarios, and that ML-NMR is the preferred approach for
anchored comparisons. This could be developed over the next 6 months.

2.3

Population-adjustment methods in disconnected networks (one-arm
studies, the unanchored case)

2.3.1

MAICs, STC, ML-NMR
Key references: (Caro and Ishak, 2010, Ishak, 2014, Phillippo, 2019, Phillippo et al.,
2016, Signorovitch et al., 2012, Signorovitch et al., 2010)

All of the population adjustment methods of section 1.2, can be applied to disconnected
networks where there are two treatments to be compared but no common comparator. This
can include the case where one of the studies is a single-armed trial. The ML-NMR method
can also be applied to more general disconnected networks with multiple studies and
treatments (Phillippo, 2019).

All of the general critiques of these methods (section 1.2) also apply to the unanchored case,
but there is a far more important difficulty. With anchored comparisons the all population
adjustment methods require that information is available on all effect modifiers, so that they
can all be adjusted for. For unanchored comparisons a far stronger assumption required, that
information is additionally available on all the prognostic factors that are associated with the
absolute outcome, so that they can all be adjusted for. In practise it is unlikely that information
on all prognostic factors and effect modifiers are available, and it is impossible to verify this.
However, unanchored STC or ML-NMR may reduce the variation between absolute effects
observed on the same treatment in different trials, whereas MAICs may in some
circumstances actually increase variation.

The issue is therefore: how much reduction in variance can be achieved? More specifically,
given a particular body of data in a submission, and perhaps taking into account other data in
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the literature, and/or other IPD held by a manufacturer from other trials, what methods can be
applied to assess the likely degree of error in predictions regarding relative treatment effects
based on unanchored comparisons.

TSD-18 (Phillippo et al., 2016) suggested some steps that should be taken in submissions to
quantify the likely level of systematic error that occurs when unanchored population-adjusted
treatment comparisons are made. These include out-of-sample methods, where multiple
external evidence sources on one treatment A are available, and the between study
heterogeneity of the observed estimates and the predicted population adjusted estimates are
compared to obtain an estimate of the proportion of variability explained by the covariates. Insample methods, such as, cross validation and other techniques from the causal inference
literature are another option. Further work, funded by the MRC, is currently underway to
develop these methods further.

2.3.2


Recommendations
Unanchored indirect comparisons require all prognostic factors and effect modifiers to
be adjusted for, which is unlikely to be achieved in practise. Whilst STC or ML-NMR
can be used to reduce bias in unanchored comparisons, the potential for bias cannot
be eliminated without further comparative, randomised research



Whilst STC or ML-NMR are analytical tools that may be used to support decision
making, the limitations of the use of these methods in this context need to be
recognised, and if possible any systematic bias estimated using either out-of-sample
or in-sample methods.

2.3.3


Research recommendation
Research to identify the best approach to quantify the extent of error likely in
submissions based on population-adjusted methods is needed, specifically in the
unanchored case. A research project is underway to address this and will conducted
over the next 24 months.

2.4

Models on treatment effects

How treatments are defined and modelled can have implications for the connectivity of a
network, and also the precision of the estimates and potential for heterogeneity and
inconsistency. Defining treatments at a high level of detail (eg dose, administration route,
schedule, co-treatments) may mean that networks do not connect and analysis is not possible,
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or if networks do connect estimates may be very imprecise. Lumping treatments together that
differ in key features that may interact with relative treatment effects may increase precision
of estimates and connect networks, but at the cost of introducing heterogeneity and
inconsistency so that the resulting estimates may be unreliable. An alternative is to use
modelling to capture the structural differences between treatments, such as dose response
models, hierarchical models for treatments within class, and component models when
treatments can be defined as being a combination of constituent parts. Note that such models
are distinct from standard meta-regression models because the treatment features that are
being modelled represent different randomised groups, whereas in standard meta-regression
covariates effects do not represent a randomised comparison (Dias et al., 2018)(Ch 8, section
8.6).

2.4.1

Dose models
Key references: (Mawdsley et al., 2016, Owen et al., 2015)

In NICE TAs interest is on comparisons between licensed doses only, however the evidence
available may include comparisons with treatments at unlicensed doses and networks may be
disconnected if this evidence is excluded. Two main approaches to modelling dose effects
have been proposed: hierarchical models (Del Giovani et al., 2013, Owen et al., 2015) and
dose-response models (Thorlund et al., 2014, Mawdsley et al., 2016).

Del Giovane et al. (2013) proposed a hierarchical model that assumes dose effects of the
same agent are “similar” (exchangeable) but additionally allows a relationship with dose by
modelling adjacent doses with a random walk process. However, the interpretation of
estimates from these models can be difficult, in particular the model may give dose-response
relationships that are not monotonically increasing or decreasing with dose, which is not
plausible. Owen et al. (2015) overcome this limitation by introducing constraints on the model
so that there is a monotonic relationship between different doses of the same agent. The Owen
et al. (2015) approach has the advantage that the resulting estimates have face-validity (doseresponse is monotonic with dose) and comparisons with specific doses that have been
included in the trials can be made without making strong assumptions. The method does
however assume that the dose effects are exchangeable across the doses that have been
included in the trials, which may not be reasonable, especially if there is a large range of doses
included which may have very different responses (this would be seen as high heterogeneity
between doses within agent). Also, if there are not many different doses of an agent in the
trials, then there is little to be gained by using a hierarchical model because there is little
evidence with which to estimate between dose variability.
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If there is sufficient evidence on a range of different doses for a particular agent, then functional
relationships for dose-response models can be estimated. Mawdsley et al. (2016) provide a
framework (Model-Based Network Meta-Analysis (MBNMA)) to fit a range of dose-response
models including the Emax model which is commonly used in pharmacometric modelling. The
MBNMA framework respects randomisation (unlike much of the Model-Based Meta-Analysis
literature) (Mawdsley et al. 2016) and allows interpolation to predict responses for doses not
included in the trials on which the model is estimated. An R package is available to fit these
models (https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=MBNMAdose). The advantage of this approach
is that it can connect otherwise disconnected networks and strengthen estimates (increased
precision) between licensed doses of interest (Mawdsley et al. 2016). It is expected that more
precise estimates would be obtained using MBNMA than the hierarchical approach of Owens
et al. (2015), due to the parametric nature of the model. One limitation of MBNMA is that it
requires evidence at a range of different doses for each agent where dose-response modelling
is required. For use in NICE TAs this will mean that literature searches will need to be
expanded to include phase-II evidence and head-to-head comparisons at non-licensed doses.
Another limitation is that the method relies on an appropriate functional form for the doseresponse curve to have been fitted, however a range of different functions can be estimated
and model fit compared. Furthermore dose-response functions may be well understood based
on known pharmacology of the agents and phase-II dose-response evidence which can be
incorporated in the estimation and choice of model. The assumptions required for doseresponse modelling may be less strong than those required for population adjustment for
disconnected networks (section 1.3) so long as there is sufficient dose-response evidence
available.

We are not aware that dose-models have been applied in NICE TAs to date.

2.4.2

Class models
Key references: Dias et al. (2018) Chapter 8, section 8.6.2, Owen et al (2015)

Class models can be used when the treatments in a network fall into a set of treatment classes
with similar mechanisms of action, and have been applied in a range of clinical areas (Haas
et al., 2012, Kew et al., 2014, Mayo-Wilson et al., 2014, Dakin et al., 2011, Warren et al., 2014,
Soares et al., 2014, Dominici et al., 1999). Class models assume a hierarchical structure with
treatments nested with class, so that an overall class-level mean effect and between treatment
within class variance are estimated. These models have the property that if the between
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treatment within class variance is zero, then this is equivalent to lumping all treatments in the
same class together, whereas a very high between treatment within class variance is
equivalent to treating each treatment separately. The class model usually represents a
compromise between these extremes where the between treatment within class variance
reflects the degree of similarity and hence borrowing of strength of effects within a class. Class
models are useful when data are sparse and NMA is otherwise impossible (disconnected
networks) or gives imprecise estimates. Class models make sense when the mechanism of
action and treatment effects are expected to be similar across treatment in the same class. A
limitation is that the effects of treatments within a class are “shrunken” towards the class mean,
which may disadvantage those treatments that are most effective within their class (or
conversely enhance effect estimates for those that are least effective within their class).
Another limitation is that there is often insufficient evidence with which to estimate between
treatment within class variance, and this variation may be indistinguishable from the between
study variance in random effect models (lack of identifiability). Ideally, each class would have
its own between treatment variance parameter, but in practise there is often insufficient
evidence to estimate these and they are shared across classes. Informative priors for the
between treatment within class standard deviation could be used in the same way as priors
for between study standard deviation (see section 4.1), but we are not aware of any evidencebased priors having been developed. Class models estimate both treatment and class level
effects. A question therefore arises as to what the most appropriate summary effect is to use
in an economic model. There are three options. If the decision needs to be made for each
treatment within a class, then shrunken treatment-level estimates are appropriate. If the
decision is for a typical treatment within the class, then the class mean estimate is appropriate.
If the decision is for a random treatment within the class, then the predictive distribution is the
most appropriate summary.

Class models have been used in NICE TAs previously, for example TA383 TNF-alpha
inhibitors

for

ankylosing

spondylitis

and

non-radiographic

axial

spondyloarthritis

(https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta383) (Corbett et al., 2016), where the predictive
distribution was used to summarise the class effect in the economic model. Another example
is TA527 beta interferons and glatiramer acetate for treating multiple sclerosis
(https://www.nice.org.uk/Guidance/TA527), where a pooled model of effects from the risk
sharing scheme data was accepted by the committee, and also used this to enable a
comparison with Extavia which was not included in the risk sharing scheme. It is important to
be aware that manufacturers may feel their treatment is disadvantages if the effects are
shrunken towards a class mean effect, and discussion of the clinical validity of class effects is
essential.
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There have also been TAs where it is assumed that the relative effectiveness of treatments in
the same class are equal (a fixed class model with zero between treatment variability within
class). For example TAs in renal cell carcinoma have assumed that the relative effects for
sunitinib and pazopanib are equal (eg TA542 https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta542 ). If
more treatments in this class were available in the future, class effect models could be used
as an alternative. As mentioned above in TA527 Extavia was assumed to have the same effect
as Betainterferon.

Class models can also be combined with models for dose (section 1.4.1). Owen et al (2015)
developed a 3-level hierarchical model which modelled doses within agent, and agents within
class. Mawdsley et al (2016) explored class models for the parameters of dose-response
functions in MBNMA, and this modelling option is available in their R package
(https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=MBNMAdose).

2.4.3

Component models
Key references: (Welton et al., 2009b, Mills et al., 2012)

Some interventions can be considered to be a sum of components parts (Melendez-Torre et
al., 2015). For example psychological interventions are often considered to consist of
components such as behavioural, cognitive, psycho-education, relaxation etc. (Welton et al.,
2009b). More relevant for NICE TAs are combinations of drug treatments with different modes
of action, for example cytotoxic chemotherapy plus immunotherapeutic therapies in oncology.
Standard NMA methods can be applied where each combination of components is treated as
if it were a distinct treatment, and this would be the usual approach in NICE TAs. However,
when networks do not connect or estimates are very imprecise, then it may be reasonable to
assume a model for intervention components.

(Welton et al., 2009b) proposed a series of network meta-regression models. The simplest is
an additive model which assumes that for each intervention the effect of the combination is
the sum of the effects of the component parts, so that there are no synergistic or antagonistic
(interaction) effects. This model can be extended by adding two-way interactions, then 3-way
interactions etc. The full interaction model is equivalent to standard NMA with each
combination of components as a distinct intervention. In practise it is rarely possible to
estimate interaction effects, so additive models are most commonly assumed. The method
has been applied in TA244 (https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta244 ) (National Institute for
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Health and Care Excellence, 2012, Riemsma et al., 2011, Mills et al., 2012) where the effect
of Long-active β2-agonists (LABA) plus Inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) were assumed to be the
sum of the LABA and ICS effects. Recently, a frequentist implementation of the Welton et al.
2009 models has been developed in R (Rucker et al., 2019).

The advantage of component models is that they can allow synthesis when networks would
otherwise be disconnected. However, in practise there is insufficient evidence to estimate
interaction effects. Additive models should only be used where there is clinical plausibility (and
preferably empirical evidence) that there are unlikely to be interactions.

2.4.4


Recommendations

Hierarchical monotonic models (Owen 2015) and dose-response MBNMA models
(Mawdsely 2016) may be used to connect and strengthen evidence networks if sufficient
evidence on multiple doses is available.



Class effect models may be used to connect and strengthen evidence networks if sufficient
evidence is available to estimate them. Sensitivity analysis to treating different treatments
as distinct interventions should be presented if possible.



Additive component models may be used when there is clinical plausibility that there are
unlikely to be interactions between components.

2.4.5


Research Recommendations

Research to explore the relative performance of Hierarchical monotonic models (Owen
2015) and dose-response modelling (Mawdsely 2016) in NICE TAs examples would be
valuable. An early draft of a manuscript looking at the value of MBNMA models to connect
networks is already prepared. Extending this to compare the methods with hierarchical
monotonic models and using examples from NICE TAs would take between 3-6 months.



The Evidence Synthesis TSD series needs updating to include dose, class and component
models. This would take approximately 2 months.

2.5

Bias adjustment
Key references: Dias et al. (2018), (Dias et al., 2011a) - TSD3

2.5.1

When the methods are likely to be useful
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Bias adjustment methods may be useful when there are concerns over the methodological
quality of RCTs included in a synthesis. The concern is that there are trial-level variables (e.g.
related to study conduct) which modify the relative treatment effect, and have not been
accounted for, thus potentially affecting the relative effect estimates from the (network) metaanalysis, and/or manifest as excess heterogeneity and, in a NMA with loops of evidence,
inconsistency.
Meta-epidemiological studies have provided some evidence that bias tends to be greatest in
trials with subjectively measured outcomes (Savovic et al., 2012b, Savovic et al., 2012c,
Savović et al., 2018) (Burch et al., 2008), suggesting that it could be particularly important to
consider bias adjustment for these outcome types, although a more recent study did not
replicate this finding (Moustgaard et al., 2020).
The evidence base for associations with other study characteristics is smaller and uncertain.
For systematic overviews of meta-epidemiological evidence across a range of domains see
(Berkman et al., 2014) and Page et al. (2016).
It has been suggested that trials sponsored by industry tend to favour the product of the
sponsor (Gartlehner et al., 2010, Gartlehner and Fleg, 2010, Flacco et al., 2015). Naci et al.
(2014) used a meta-regression approach (section 2.5.4) to explore the effects of trials with
and without industry sponsorship, in a network meta-analysis of statins for Low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol reduction. They found no evidence of industry sponsor effects in
trials of statins for LDL cholesterol reduction when the dose of stating given in each arm of
each study was taken into account. Earlier work (Dias et al. (2010a) and Barden et al. (2006))
also found no evidence of sponsorship bias in meta-analyses of antidepressants and acute
pain and migraine trials, respectively. We hypothesise that as long as differences between
studies, such as treatment dosing, are appropriately accounted for in a NMA, there is no need
to adjust for “sponsorship bias”.
Bias adjustment methods aim to transform estimates of treatment effect thought to be biased,
into unbiased estimates which are then pooled. Bias adjustment is appropriate when some of
the evidence provides potentially biased estimates of the target parameter. The metaregression methods detailed below require a relatively large number of studies to be included
in the synthesis, as well as a mix of studies considered at risk of bias and studies considered
to provide unbiased estimates. Therefore, their applicability to the technology appraisal
scenario, where often only a few studies are synthesised, may be limited. Using expert
elicitation (section 2.4.2) or empirically-based prior distributions (section 2.5.3) are the
methods most likely to be applicable to TAs. Accounting for missing outcome data (section
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2.5.5) may also have a role where studies have a large proportion of missing outcome
information.
2.5.2

Expert elicitation of bias distributions

Turner et al. (2009) proposed a method to replace a potentially biased study estimate with an
adjusted estimate based on expert opinion.
Each study is considered by several independent experts who are asked to provide
information on their understanding of each study’s departures from an idealised protocol,
which is then used to develop a bias distribution. A study can suffer from both internal and
external bias and both can be adjusted for. The bias information on each study provided by
each expert is combined into a single bias distribution. Multiple experts’ distributions are
pooled mathematically (O'Hagan et al., 2006, Turner et al., 2009) to create a new, adjusted,
estimate of the treatment effect in that study (and its variance). The adjusted treatment effects
for each study are then treated as the data inputs for a standard pairwise meta-analysis,
indirect comparison or network synthesis.
This method can be used when the number of trials is small and meta-regression approaches
(section 2.5.4) would fail. However, it is difficult and time-consuming to carry out in practice,
experts find the required tasks challenging, and it is vulnerable to the subjectivity of the
experts’ opinions.
2.5.3

Meta-epidemiological sources for bias distributions

An alternative approach is to use results from collections of previous meta-analyses to provide
empirically based prior information on the bias parameters in a new meta-analysis (Welton et
al., 2009a). Savovic et al. (Savovic et al., 2012b, Savovic et al., 2012c, Savović et al., 2018)
analysed data from meta-epidemiological databases, to obtain empirically based prior
information for binary outcome data modelled on a log-odds scale and stratified by risk of bias
indicator and outcome type. This prior information allows the analysis of a new meta-analysis
to borrow strength from the studies at high risk of bias, whilst simultaneously adjusting for and
down-weighting the evidence from those studies based on the empirical evidence.
However, this type of analysis assumes that the study-specific biases in the dataset currently
being synthesised can be considered exchangeable with (i.e. similar to) those in the metaepidemiological data used to provide the prior distributions used for adjustment (Welton et al.,
2009a). As the degree of bias may be dependent on the type of outcome measure and vary
by clinical area, different sets of prior distributions need to be selected and tailored for each
problem (Savovic et al., 2012a). There has also been some work on how multiple indicators
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of risk of bias might interact (Savovic et al., 2012a), which suggest that the effects may be
less than additive, although this result is very uncertain.
Currently there are no empirically based prior distributions for non-binary outcomes or for
outcomes analysed on scales other than the log-odds ratio.
Prior distributions from meta-epidemiological studies can also be applied to NMA. However it
is important to carefully define the direction in which bias is expected to act in studies
comparing active treatments, otherwise biases between studies may “cancel out” and the
mean bias will be under-estimated (Dias et al., 2010c). The meta-epidemiological evidence
(Savovic et al., 2012b) excluded trials where it was not clear which direction bias would act.
Chaimani et al. (2013) report results from a network meta-epidemiological study, where a
collection of network meta-analyses were analysed to estimate bias resulting from indicators
of risk of bias. However, this was restricted to networks where all treatments have been
compared with a common comparator and where the direction of any potential bias was clear.
2.5.4

Estimation of bias by meta-regression

The methods presented in this section are based on “between-studies” comparisons and they
provide no direct evidence for a “causal” link between the markers of study quality and the
size of the effect. It is therefore important to establish that the results are statistically robust,
and not dependant on a small number of studies.
2.5.4.1 In Network meta-analysis
The consistency assumption used in NMA means that, for networks with loops of evidence
and sufficient numbers of studies at high and low risk of bias (on treatment comparisons in
loops), there is redundant information which makes it possible to estimate bias parameters
without requiring the strong “exchangeability” assumptions needed to adjust for bias using
meta-epidemiological data (section 2.5.3) (Dias et al., 2010c). Assuming that the mean and
variance of the study-specific biases are the same for each treatment comparison, it is
possible to simultaneously estimate the treatment and bias effects in a single analysis (Dias
et al., 2010c). Plausible assumptions for the direction of bias in active-active studies should
be considered (Salanti et al., 2010, Dias et al., 2010c).
Dias et al. (2010c) present bias adjustment models in a network meta-analysis of fluoride
therapies to prevent the development of caries in children. Salanti et al. (2010) applied a
similar model to three network meta-analyses of chemotherapy and other non-hormonal
systemic treatments for cancer (ovarian, colorectal, and breast cancer), assuming that there
was a “novel agent” bias which was exchangeable across cancers. Naci et al. (2014) used
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this approach to assess sponsorship bias in a network meta-analysis of statins for Low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol reduction.
2.5.4.2 Application to small study/publication bias
Meta-regression models can also be applied to adjust for “small-study bias”, where it is
believed that the smaller the study the greater the bias. Possible mechanisms for small study
biases are publication bias, or the possibility that smaller studies were conducted under less
rigorous conditions (eg without blinding or allocation concealment). The underlying
assumption is that relative treatment effects are over-estimated in smaller studies and closer
to the “true” effect in larger studies. The “true” treatment effect is then conceived as the effect
that would be obtained in a study of infinite size, taken to be the intercept in a regression of
the treatment effect against the study variance (Moreno et al., 2009b). Because this approach
extrapolates the relative treatment effect to a study of infinite size, it requires that a certain
number of relatively large studies are available. If available studies only have small sample
sizes, results will be misleading.
In a pairwise meta-analysis of anti-depressants, Moreno et al. (2009a), Moreno et al. (2009b)
show that the bias-adjusted estimate from this approach closely approximates the results
found in a simple meta-analysis based on a register of prospectively reported data.
In NMA, appropriate assumptions would need to be considered for the direction of small-study
bias in “active-active” studies (Salanti et al., 2010, Dias et al., 2010c). The NICE guideline for
eating disorders (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, 2017) used this method to
adjust for small study effects in a NMA.
2.5.5

Other methods

2.5.5.1 Bias due to missing outcome data
Missing outcome data is common in RCTs and can occur for a variety of reasons, many of
which can lead to biased effect estimates if not adjusted for. The challenge in pairwise and
network meta-analysis is that we usually only have summary level data available, and so
cannot use imputation methods at the individual level. If all of the RCTs included in the metaanalysis have reported effect estimates that are appropriately adjusted for missing data, then
these can be combined in meta-analysis. However, when the attrition rates of primary studies
depend on the size of the underlying treatment effect, results of a random effects metaanalysis will still be biased (Yuan and Little, 2009). In this case, it is necessary to account for
the potential bias due to missing data in the synthesis.
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Similarly to the bias-adjustment models above, this can be done by estimating or using
informative prior distributions on parameters that define the missingness mechanism (i.e. how
reasons for missing outcome data affect the relative treatment effect) and allowing this to
adjust and down-weight the estimates from studies with a large proportion of missing
outcomes.
This can be done in two stages (Higgins et al., 2008, White et al., 2008a) or in a single, joint
analysis (Turner et al., 2015a, White et al., 2008b).
However, it is usually difficult to estimate missingness parameters within a meta-analysis
because there is almost complete confounding between the random treatment effect and the
random missingness elements. In fixed treatment effect models, particularly when some trials
have only small amounts of missing data, then the data are sufficient to identify missingness
parameters and “learning” can take place (White et al., 2008b, Spineli et al., 2013).
Methods have been proposed for binary data analysed on the log-odds scale and continuous
(normal) data.
Turner et al. (2015a) present a general framework for a Bayesian estimation of the
missingness parameter that allows for different parameterisations of the missingness
parameter, facilitating the use of informative prior distributions. Turner et al. (2015a) applied
this to pairwise meta-analysis and Spineli (2019), Spineli et al. (2019) extended the method to
NMA. In an NMA there is a greater potential to learn about the missingness parameter,
because of the “spare” degrees of freedom generated by the consistency equations.
In the absence of any prior information on the missingness mechanism, it is still important to
reflect the additional uncertainty in effect estimates as a result of the missing data. Turner et
al. (2015a) use flat prior distributions on the probability of an event in the missing individuals
to reflect uncertainty due to missingness. This is preferable to down-weighting studies or
imputing “best-case” and “worst-case” datasets which produces estimates of treatment effect
that are artificially precise. Modelling the missingness mechanism allows propagation of the
uncertainty to the estimated relative treatment effects naturally increasing uncertainty around
the treatment effects, which can lead to lower between-study heterogeneity (indicating that
some heterogeneity has been explained after adjusting for missing data) (Spineli, 2019). In
addition, by modelling missing outcome data in an NMA, we are able to learn about the
missingness mechanisms in each intervention (Spineli, 2019, Turner et al., 2015a).
Mavridis et al. (2014) proposed similar models for pairwise and network meta-analysis of
continuous data, using a two-stage estimation procedure which estimates a missingness
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parameter. Mavridis et al. (2019) extended this to allow for adjustment in the presence of both
missing and last observation carried forward (LOCF)-imputed outcome data, to estimate the
treatment effect if complete follow-up was obtained.
2.5.6


Recommendations

When there are concerns with the methodological quality (or size) of included studies
consider bias-adjustment methods as follows:
a) Methods for bias-adjustment using expert elicitation or empirically-based prior
distributions for the bias parameters should be considered when the number of
studies is small.
b) Meta-regression approaches, including adjustment for small study effects, can be
considered in NMA where there are many studies and they are at varying risk
of bias (for small study effects, small and large studies are required), and the
direction of potential bias is clear. Adjustment for small study effects can also be
used in pairwise meta-analysis (small and large studies are required).
c)

Methods to account for bias and additional uncertainty due to missing outcome
data should be considered when the proportion of missing outcomes is large and
related to the size of the relative treatment effects, and there are several studies
at varying levels of missingness.

2.6
2.6.1

Combining randomised and non-randomised evidence
When the methods are likely to be useful

When the evidence available from RCTs is sparse, it can be useful to consider using
comparative non-randomised (observational) evidence to increase precision of relative effect
estimates (Bartlett et al., 2019) or to connect otherwise disconnected networks of treatments.
However, there are differences in magnitude of effect size between RCTs and nonrandomised studies (Ioannidis et al., 2001) and the additional biases, likely to be present in
observational evidence, need to be taken into account as otherwise there is a danger of
weakening, rather than strengthening inferences.
A number of methods have been used to combine evidence from different sources, which
include naïve pooling, inclusion of external sources of evidence as prior information and
hierarchical modelling. These methods were originally introduced in standard pairwise metaanalysis and later generalised to NMA (Schmitz et al., 2013).
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2.6.2

Observational studies to inform prior distributions

Key References: (Efthimiou et al., 2017, Schmitz et al., 2013)

Observational data can be used to construct prior distributions for the relative effect
parameters in a Bayesian framework. This approach consists of two steps. In the first step, a
meta-analysis/network meta-analysis is conducted on the non-randomised evidence to
estimate the mean relative treatment effects for (some or all) basic parameters. The posterior
distributions generated from the first step can then be used directly as prior distributions for
the basic parameters of the NMA for randomised data in the second step, or these can be
down-weighted by using an increased variance for the prior distribution (Sutton and Abrams,
2001). Alternatively, the predictive distribution can be used as long as there is sufficient
observational evidence to reliably estimate the heterogeneity. However, this approach takes
the observational data at ‘face value’ and does not adjust for any potential bias in the estimated
mean effects from the observational data.
The posterior distributions estimated in the first step can also be adjusted to account for bias
(Efthimiou et al., 2017) – see Section 2.5.5.

Limitations:
Random effects meta-analysis cannot be used to formulate predictive prior distributions when
there are insufficient non-randomised studies, unless strong assumptions are made about
heterogeneity (Efthimiou et al., 2017). As randomised and non-randomised trials are analysed
separately, the between-design variability is ignored (Schmitz et al., 2013).
These methods have been proposed as sensitivity analyses, but it is unclear how to choose
the degree of down-weighting to be used in a bias-adjusted base-case analysis.
2.6.3

Power priors

Key References: Banbeta et al. (2019), Ibrahim and Chen (2000), Hong et al. (2018)
Adaptively informative priors have been proposed. A ‘power transform prior’ approach takes
into account the differences in study design between the RCTs and the observational studies
(Ibrahim and Chen, 2000). This approach down-weights the observational data so that they
contribute less compared to data obtained from the RCTs. A down-weighting factor which
varies between zero and one, with zero meaning that the observational evidence is entirely
discounted, and one indicating that it is considered at ‘face-value’. The power prior may be
pre-defined and fixed, or estimated from the data. In the latter case, a modified power prior
should be used (Duan et al., 2006).
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The impact of different levels of weighting on the results of the NMA is assessed by
considering a series of values for the down-weighting factor. This approach can mitigate bias
in the observational data, but does not correct for it.
Commensurate priors were introduced to include historical trials into current clinical trials
(Hobbs et al., 2011, Hobbs et al., 2013, Hobbs et al., 2012) but can be extended to combine
non-randomised and randomised evidence. A hierarchical model is specified where the
commensurability parameter in the prior controls the extent of the influence of non-randomised
data in a meta-analysis. Hong et al. (2018) recommend that power priors and commensurate
priors approaches are used together and the results should be compared.
Banbeta et al. (2019) develop modified power priors which allow for the possibility of conflict
between the observational and RCT data in the context of combining historical trials with
current clinical trials.

Limitations:
It is unclear how to choose the degree of down-weighting to be used in a bias-adjusted basecase analysis and therefore multiple sensitivity analyses would need to be conducted.
2.6.4

Mixture priors

Key References: Röver et al. (2019)

In this approach heavy-tailed mixture priors are used to make use of external evidence when
data are sparse. This is effectively a model-averaging approach where conditional posterior
distributions are computed separately under two models, one for the randomised data and a
second for the non-randomised data. These partial results are then recombined using Bayes
factors (Röver et al., 2019). These prior distributions are robust to prior/data conflicts. Mixture
priors simplify computations as off-the-shelf software can be used to perform the main
computations, which then only need to be recombined.

2.6.5

Hierarchical modelling

Key References: (Efthimiou et al., 2017, Schmitz et al., 2013, Prevost et al., 2000)

Another approach allowing to differentiate between study designs is to introduce another level
in the Bayesian hierarchical model for the NMA, to model the between-studies heterogeneity
of treatment effects within each study design (RCT or observational) and across study
designs. The design-specific summary estimates are then pooled in a joint network meta-
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analysis by assuming that they are exchangeable (Efthimiou et al., 2017, Schmitz et al., 2013,
Prevost et al., 2000).
Hierarchical models allow for adjustments to be made to account for systematic bias and for
trials to be weighted according to design. Overall estimates can be compared to estimates at
study design level to ensure consistency. Hierarchical models also allow for between-design
heterogeneity to be accounted for (Schmitz et al., 2013).
This model can be extended by combining the power prior method described in Section 2.6.3
with the hierarchal model in order to provide a further sensitivity analysis. This can be achieved
by introducing a multiplicative factor to the variance for the observational data (Schmitz et al.,
2013).
The level of uncertainty (in terms of the credible intervals) is generally greater when using the
hierarchical model compared to other approaches, since it explicitly accounts for the
differences in study designs, thus allowing for additional variability across studies.
2.6.6

Other methods

2.6.6.1 Naïve pooling
Naïve pooling simply takes the observational data at ‘face-value’ and pools them with the RCT
data. That is, data are included in the meta-analysis regardless of the study design. This does
not account for the differences between the designs of the studies particularly in terms of the
potential additional bias from observational evidence and its additional precision, as typically
non-randomised studies are larger and therefore give more precise estimates of effect than
RCTs. Therefore, there is a high risk of allowing the biases in the observational data to
dominate the pooled result.
Naïve pooling can also help close loops in networks, allowing the estimation of consistency
between direct (e.g. observational) and indirect (e.g. RCT) evidence (Schmitz et al., 2013).
However, it is unclear what the implications of finding, or not finding, evidence of inconsistency
would be. Should inconsistency be found, the RCT evidence should be preferred and adding
the observational evidence is of no value; if inconsistency is not found, we cannot conclude
that there is no inconsistency since currently available methods for inconsistency checking
lack power to detect it. Thus, naïvely including observational evidence in an RCT metaanalysis has only limited, exploratory value to provide an initial insight into the effect of
including non-randomised studies (Efthimiou et al., 2017).

Limitations:
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Naïve pooling assumes that there are no differences between different trial designs. It does
not allow for any bias adjustments or to account for any additional uncertainties.

2.6.6.2 Design adjusted analysis
Design adjusted analysis is an extension of the naïve pooling approach, where studies are
treated differently depending on trial design. In this method, the mean effect sizes and/or
variances of non-randomised studies are adjusted before synthesising them with randomised
studies. Mean effect sizes are shifted by a bias term and variance is inflated such that the
weight of the study is decreased. This is similar to the bias-adjustment methods described in
section 1.5.
This method assumes that the observational data estimate a biased effect, but that the bias
parameter can be independently estimated or prior distributions on the extent and direction of
bias can be elicited from experts(Turner et al., 2009, Schnell-Inderst et al., 2017), so that the
effect estimate arising from the observational data can be adjusted and down (Efthimiou et al.,
2017, Verde and Ohmann, 2015). However, defining the magnitude and direction of the bias
terms a priori can be challenging as the bias in estimates of relative effects from nonrandomised studies could depend on many factors. Currently there is limited metaepidemiological evidence to inform this (Anglemyer et al., 2014).
2.6.7


Recommendations
Careful consideration of whether the observational data are sufficiently credible and
how the results should be interpreted is required. A bias-adjusted base-case should
be used with other methods considered as sensitivity analyses.



Methods that attempt to down-weight and adjust the observational evidence prior to
inclusion in the synthesis are preferred (hierarchical model, design-adjusted analysis).



Naïve pooling of randomised and non-randomised evidence is not recommended,
although it may be useful as a first step analysis, or as a sensitivity analysis.

2.6.8


Research Recommendations

An MRC funded project is underway to describe the circumstances under which
simultaneous bias estimation and adjustment can be carried out, and when conflict
between prior distributions on the bias and the data can be detected. This will use
case-studies to demonstrate potential benefits of bias-adjustment approaches and to
estimate the degree of bias in observational evidence compared to RCT evidence.
30

As well as academic publications, a TSD could be produced outlining the specific
implications for TA.
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3 MULTIPLE OUTCOMES

When conducting evidence synthesis of existing studies to inform HTA decision-making,
relevant studies may not provide direct evidence about all the outcomes of interest. This may
be due to, for example, differences in measurement or reporting between studies (e.g. different
scales used or different follow-up times), outcome reporting bias or early licensing of new
health technologies evaluated based on a surrogate marker when data on the final clinical
outcome are not yet available, but rapid approval processes are desirable in particular in areas
of highest priority in health care (such as cancer). Studies that do not provide direct evidence
about a particular outcome or treatment of interest are often excluded from a meta-analysis
evaluating that outcome or treatment and, hence, data from patients in those studies would
not contribute to HTA decision-making process. This is undesirable, especially if the number
of studies for new health technologies is limited and also if the study participants are otherwise
representative of the population, clinical settings and condition of interest. In case of data
limited to surrogate markers, not including them would lead to substantial delays in HTA policy
decisions. Statistical models for multivariate meta-analysis address these challenges by
simultaneously analysing multiple outcomes.
This section discusses multivariate normal random effects (MVNRE) meta-analysis, and a
models for structurally related outcomes. The MVNRE approach assumes nothing about the
outcomes, except that they are correlated at both the within-trial (individual) level, and at the
between-trial level. Structural models seek to capture clinical, or logical, relationships at either
the individual or trial level, or at both levels.
The purpose of analysing separate outcomes simultaneously, within a single model, is
threefold:
1. It should generate more precise estimates of treatment effects, or at least more robust,
as they will be based on more data.
2. In most applications NMAs on single outcomes will not be fully connected, while
models synthesising over multiple outcomes are more likely to be connected, and to
be much richer in connections, contributing further to precision, robustness, as well as
opportunities to check consistency and underlying structural assumptions.
3. If more than one of the outcomes appears in the CEA, it is essential that correlations
between outcomes are correctly propagated; otherwise CEACs will be incorrectly
calculated, often seriously so.
These issues are detailed in the sections below.
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3.1

Multi-variate Normal Random Effects
Key references: (Bujkiewicz et al., 2019a, Riley et al., 2007, Jackson et al., 2011)

3.1.1

When the methods are likely to be useful

3.1.1.1 Borrowing of information to increase precision
Borrowing of information across outcomes may be of interest to analysts and will be mostly
effective, in terms of the increased precision, when the outcomes are highly correlated and
the percentage of studies with missing outcomes is large (Riley et al., 2017). It is difficult to
state the minimum/maximum number of studies as this will depend on the magnitude of the
correlation: the level of borrowing of strength will be less when correlation is low compared to
meta-analysis of the same number of studies for each outcome and stronger between-studies
correlation.

In the case of multivariate network meta-analysis, borrowing of strength will result from both
sharing information across treatments through indirect effects and across outcomes. Often
multivariate NMA will not improve the precision further. However, as shown in an example of
joint modelling of treatment effects on relapse rate and adverse events in multiple sclerosis in
TSD20, borrowing of information across outcomes can be observed in NMA when data on one
(or subset) of the outcomes are particularly sparse.

3.1.1.2 Increased evidence base
Regardless of whether or not the analysis leads to improved precision of the estimates
compared to the univariate case, it may still be valuable to carry out due to an increased
evidence base to all relevant studies. Discarding studies not reporting primary outcome of
interest may be considered research waste, especially if the study participants are otherwise
representative of the population, clinical settings and condition of interest. This can also
increase the representativeness of evidence base.

3.1.1.3 Potential for reduced impact of outcome reporting bias
Multivariate meta-analysis may still be valuable (even if no increase in precision is detected)
as it provides a sensitivity analysis for potential impact of outcome reporting bias(Kirkham et
al., 2012). That is, by borrowing information from correlated outcomes that are reported, the
analyst can reduce the impact of unreported outcomes, and see if conclusions are robust.
More recently, it has been shown that the impact of outcome reporting bias is also reduced by
use of multivariate NMA(Hwang and DeSantis, 2018).
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3.1.1.4 Appropriately considering natural correlations in decision modelling
A health-economic model typically uses inputs from multiple outcomes which are propagated
through the model. Using a multivariate posterior distribution and accounting for the correlation
between the outcomes may reduce bias of the resulting cost-effectiveness estimates.
When multiple clinical endpoints are included in an economic model, the multivariate metaanalysis accounting for the correlation between these endpoints will be important for two
reasons: (1) it may change the point estimate of the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio
(ICER) if the model includes a non-linear function of the two endpoints (these ICERs will in
fact be biased unless the correlation is reflected); and (2) it may change the estimates of
decision uncertainty generated by the models i.e. probabilities that interventions are costeffective or value of information estimates. Taking account of the correlation between multiple
endpoints could, therefore, have important implications for decision making, as many models
utilise two or more decision endpoints, such as PFS and OS in cancer models (Woods et al.,
2017).

3.1.2

Bivariate random effects meta-analysis
Key references: (Bujkiewicz et al., 2019a, Bujkiewicz et al., 2019b, Riley et al.,
2007, Jackson et al., 2011) (Bujkiewicz et al., 2017)

A general form for the bivariate random effect meta-analysis with bivariate normal random
effects has been described by a number of authors (Bujkiewicz et al., 2019a, Bujkiewicz et al.,
2019b, Riley et al., 2007, Jackson et al., 2011). In a Bayesian framework, prior distributions
are placed on the mean effects and the elements of the between-studies covariance metrics
(the heterogeneity parameters for the two outcomes and the between-studies correlation). The
method can be implemented using the standard form with bivariate normal random effects
(Bujkiewicz et al., 2019a) or in the product normal formulation (Bujkiewicz et al., 2017). Both
approaches are covered in detail in TSD20. The approaches are equivalent when there is no
missing data, but can give slightly different results in the presence of missing outcome data.
When the strength of the association between the treatment effects on the two outcomes is of
interest (as it typically is in the context of surrogate endpoints, as discussed in section 3),
product normal formulation gives more detailed information (in the form of the intercept, slope
and conditional variance) compared to the standard form which only provides the correlation.
However, all the parameters (such as correlations or slopes) can be derived from the
parameters produced by each method.
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3.1.2.1 Examples of multivariate meta-analysis used in the context of NICE
Bivariate meta-analysis has been used in a technology appraisal of continuous positive airway
pressure devices for the treatment of obstructive sleep apnoea-hypopnoea syndrome
conducted by NICE (TA139 https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta139 ), where modelling two
endpoints jointly in a bivariate meta-analysis allowed the analysts to include all of the studies
in the meta-analysis. In this case results were not dramatically different from those obtained
using conventional univariate meta-analysis, however such analysis is still valuable as it
provides a sensitivity analysis for potential impact of outcome reporting bias.
Another NICE technology appraisal (TA383) that used bivariate meta-analysis was for tumour
necrosis

factor-α

inhibitors

for

ankylosing spondylitis

and

non-radiographic

axial

spondyloarthritis (https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta383 ). A decision model was developed
with a generalised framework for evidence synthesis of two outcomes to determine the longterm quality-adjusted life-years and cost burden of the disease in the economic model. The
bivariate approach not only allowed all relevant evidence to contribute to the synthesis but
also ensured that all measures were synthesised together to reflect the expected correlations
between the effects on the two outcomes. Uncertainty was also more appropriately quantified
compared to synthesising each outcome separately.
Both examples are summarised in more detail in TSD 20.

3.1.3

Multivariate random effects meta-analysis
Key references: (Wei and Higgins 2013b, Achana et al., 2014, Bujkiewicz et
al., 2016, Bujkiewicz et al., 2013)

Compared to the bivariate meta-analysis, there is an additional complexity in multivariate
meta-analysis of more than two outcomes, in particular when modelling them in a Bayesian
framework.
3.1.3.1 Models with prior distribution on the covariance matrix
A prior distribution can be placed on the whole covariance matrix to ensure the matrix satisfies
the conditions to be a proper covariance matrix. There are a number of approaches to
constructing a suitable prior distribution on the between-studies covariance matrix, for
example by using so called separation strategy with either Cholesky or spherical
decomposition (Wei and Higgins 2013b), which both are appropriate. When Cholesky
decomposition is used to construct a prior distribution, results may depend on the ordering of
the outcomes (in the way they are stored in the data and enter the analysis) and a sensitivity
analysis is recommended.
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Another option which has been explored (Wei and Higgins 2013b) is the use of the inverse
Wishart prior, however this approach has been shown to be unreliable (Wei and Higgins
2013b), (Bujkiewicz et al., 2017), as it can be very influential on the posterior estimates of the
between-study variances.
3.1.3.2 Models using product normal formulation
An alternative modelling approach has been proposed to describe the between-studies
variability in the product normal formulation, which replaces a multivariate matrix form of the
model with the series of univariate conditional distributions (Bujkiewicz et al., 2013). It is a
convenient approach which simplifies the model by assuming that treatment effects are
conditionally independent between some of the outcomes, which can help reduce the number
of parameters to estimate. However, the full correlation structure, assuming that the treatment
effects on all the outcomes are correlated, is also possible as well as assuming different forms
of structures for the correlation matrix (deciding which pairs of outcomes are correlated or
conditionally independent) (Bujkiewicz et al., 2016). Derived relationships between the
parameters of the model ensure proper definition of the covariance structure.

3.1.4

Informative vs non-informative prior distributions for the correlations

3.1.4.1 Informative prior distribution
Informative prior distribution on the between-studies correlation can improve borrowing of
information. Such prior distributions can be constructed by performing multivariate metaanalysis of external data – perhaps of the same treatment(s) but slightly different population
as in an example in TSD20 (using a prior for the correlation based on data on first line
treatment in the multivariate meta-analysis of second line of therapies (Bujkiewicz et al., 2013)
– only prior distributions for the correlations would be appropriate to use, not prior distributions
for the treatment effects).


Weakly informative prior distributions

Note that weakly informative prior distribution(s) on the between-studies correlation(s), for
example assuming positive or negative correlation (distributions restricted to values between
0 and +1 or between -1 and 0 respectively), are more appropriate – the seemingly noninformative flat prior distributions on the correlation, such as uniform prior ranging between
values of -1 and +1, can results in biased pooled estimates (Burke et al., 2018).

3.1.5

Methods for dealing with unreported within-study correlations
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Key references: (Riley, 2009, Riley et al., 2014, Wei and Higgins 2013a,
Bujkiewicz et al., 2013)

When using multivariate meta-analysis, analysts may come across issues related to the
estimates of the within-study correlations being unavailable. Ishak et al (Ishak et al., 2008)
and Riley (Riley, 2009) highlighted the importance of accounting for the within-study
correlation and the dangers of ignoring it (by for example setting it to zero). The within-study
correlation (between treatment effects on multiple outcomes) is assumed known in the
multivariate meta-analytic methods, however typically it will not be reported by the original
articles (the correlation can be, for example, between log odds ratios for multiple dichotomous
outcomes and, as such, is unlikely to be reported).
3.1.5.1 Using IPD directly or via bootstrapping
Individual participant data (IPD) are needed to estimate the within-study correlation(s). Such
estimation can be done by either modelling the treatment effects on the multiple outcomes
jointly (Riley et al., 2015) or by bootstrapping (Daniels and Hughes, 1997) to generate multiple
treatment effects on two (or more) outcomes and then taking the correlation between them.
Alternatively, double bootstrapping can be carried out to obtain the correlation with uncertainty.
When this is carried out on IPD from a source external to the meta-analysis, the double
bootstrap technique can be used to construct an informative prior distribution for the withinstudy correlation(s) (Bujkiewicz et al., 2014, Bujkiewicz et al., 2013).

3.1.5.2 Approximation methods
Alternative methods have been developed providing approximations to the between-studies
correlations between treatment effects on more complex scales (e.g. log ORs) to correlations
between, for example, probabilities of event (Wei and Higgins 2013a), which may be reported
by some studies.

3.1.5.3 Alternative model by Riley et al
An alternative formulation of bivariate meta-analysis for studies with unknown within-study
correlation can be implemented, which combines covariances from both the within-study and
the between-study model in a single term (Riley et al., 2008). The limitation of the method is
that it won’t provide an estimate of the between-studies correlation, if such estimate is of
interest.
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3.1.5.4 Sensitivity analyses
When no IPD or approximate measures are available, sensitivity analyses can be carried out
using a range of values for the within-study correlations to investigate the impact of their
magnitude on the results. This can help assess the feasibility of an analysis using the
multivariate approach.

3.1.6

Methods for multivariate network meta-analysis
Key references: (Achana et al., 2014, Efthimiou et al., 2014, Hong et al., 2015,
Bujkiewicz et al., 2019a, Jackson et al., 2018)

3.1.6.1 Contrast based methods with arm-level data entry
Achana et al. developed a model for network meta-analysis of treatment effects on multiple
correlated outcomes in multi-arm studies (Achana et al., 2014). The authors extend the
standard NMA model (contrast based with arm-level data entry, such as mean effect or log
odds of an event in each arm) to multiple outcome settings in two stages. In the first
stage/model, information is borrowed across outcomes through modelling the within-study and
between-studies correlation structure, accounting for multi-arm studies and allowing for any
number of outcomes. It is assumed that at the within-study level the estimates of treatment
effects in each arm on multiple outcomes follow multivariate normal distribution (of a
dimension equal to the number of outcomes) for each study. At the between-studies level, the
true treatment effects follow a multivariate normal distribution common to all studies of the
same treatment contrast. The method is then extended to multi-arm trials. In the second
stage/model, an additional assumption is made, of equal or constant relative potency of
treatments across outcomes which imply exchangeability of the relative effects between the
non-reference/baseline treatments (by expressing basic parameters as a sum of treatmentspecific effects and outcome-specific effects). This enables prediction of treatment effects on
outcomes for which evidence is either sparse or the treatment effects had not been considered
by any one of the studies included in the analysis. Applicability of this final model may be
limited, to, for example, composite interventions, as in the public health data example used by
the authors where different types of service provision in addition to educational interventions
have been investigated. Software implementation assumes homogeneity of the betweenstudies correlations and heterogeneity parameters across treatment contrasts.
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3.1.6.2 Contrast based methods with contrast-level data entry
Efthimiou et al. proposed a model for the joint modelling of multiple endpoints at contrast level
data entry, where data are treatment differences, and specifically log odds ratios (Efthimiou et
al., 2014). In contrast to the arm-level data entry model by Achana et al, at the within-study
level the estimates of treatment differences (rather than treatment effects in the arms) follow
a multivariate normal distribution across all outcomes. The authors have focused largely on
the bivariate case, but also allow for multi-arm trials (Efthimiou et al., 2014). Efthimiou et al.
then developed an alternative model which is a network extension of an alternative multivariate
meta-analytic model (Riley et al., 2008) combining the within-study and between-studies
covariance terms into a single term, avoiding the need to specify the within-study correlations
(Efthimiou et al., 2015).
Bujkiewicz et al implement bivariate NMA models (Bujkiewicz et al., 2019a). Their models are
limited to two-arm studies and two outcomes, but allow for heterogeneous between-studies
correlations and heterogeneity parameters across the treatment contrasts. The models are
largely developed to investigate surrogacy patterns between treatment effects on two
outcomes, when such patterns can vary between the treatment contrasts. However, they can
equally be used for the purpose of obtaining means and indirect effects (results reported in
supplementary materials to the paper). In some applications, using heterogeneous betweenstudy covariances may lead to more appropriate results. The models extend with the additional
assumption that pooled treatment effects on the two outcomes in each study arm are
exchangeable across treatment arms, to allow for predicting effects for all outcomes, when
some outcome-treatment combinations are unreported and not available through indirect
comparisons. This can be particularly advantageous when data are sparse or when a new
study investigating a new treatment reports the effect of the treatment only on a subset of
outcomes. However, the exchangeability assumption is strong and has to be considered
carefully.

3.1.6.3 Contrast based methods with contrast-level data entry and inconsistency term
Jackson et al derived a frequentist method of moments for synthesis of data on multiple
treatments and outcomes in a multivariate NMA allowing for inconsistency, using design-bytreatment interaction (Jackson et al., 2018). Their implementation of the method in R allows
for both estimations: using a model with assumption of consistency in the network and a model
with the inconsistency term, which can be a useful tool for assessing inconsistency in
multivariate network meta-analysis. However, we do not recommend inconsistency models for
use in decision-making.
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3.1.6.4 Arm-based methods
Hong et al developed multivariate methods for IPD NMA (Hong et al., 2015) and for
multivariate NMA with missing data (Hong et al., 2016a) using two approaches: contrast based
approach and arm-based approach. Arm-based approaches to NMA have been a topic of a
debate in terms of the appropriateness of the methods. This is discussed in Section 1.1.2 of
this report.

3.1.7

Computational issues

Multivariate meta-analysis, in particular in larger dimensions beyond the bivariate case, can
be computationally difficult. TSD 20 provides tools for implementing pairwise multivariate
meta-analysis of any number of outcomes using separation strategies, methods using product
normal formulation are available for trivariate case and some information is available how to
extend the methods to more outcomes than three. These methods are easier when assuming
some structure on the covariance matrix. TSD 20 also covers methods for multivariate NMA
for any number of outcomes and multi-arm trials.

3.1.8

Recommendations

Multivariate meta-analysis is could be considered in a number of situations.


When number of studies in meta-analysis reporting an outcome of interest is small,
and combining the analysis with other outcomes in a multivariate framework
increases the evidence base if some additional studies report other outcome(s),
but not the outcome of primary interest. This is likely to be effective if the betweenstudies correlation is high (and the precision can be further improved by the use of
an informative prior distribution on the correlation).



Sensitivity analyses with the outcomes analysed separately are recommended to
allow the decision maker to qualitatively ascertain the extent of borrowing. It would
be important that the evidence sets are described in detail so that potential
imbalances are reflected in the interpretation of results.


Increased evidence base can still be of value even if the precision of the
average effect is not improved. Discarding the studies that do not report the
outcome of interest but otherwise are representative of the scope of the
HTA can be difficult to justify. Research studies require considerable costs
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and time, and involve valuable patient participation, and simply discarding
them could be viewed as research waste.


Use of multivariate meta-analysis can produce more robust estimates in the
presence of suspected outcome reporting bias.



If a decision model includes parameters defined by two (or more)
outcomes, the joint posterior distribution can be propagated through the
model allowing for more appropriate representation of uncertainty, taking
into account the correlation, thus resulting in more appropriate estimates of
cost-effectiveness and decision uncertainty.



When risk-benefit analysis is of interest, multivariate meta-analysis of
effectiveness estimates and those of adverse events can result in reduced
uncertainty around the safety outcomes (compared to a univariate metaanalysis of safety outcomes only), as trials are typically not powered to
detect an impact of treatments on adverse events.

3.1.9

Research recommendations


Further research on when the added complexity is worthwhile would be
important to guide NICE’s methods recommendations.



An extension of TSD20 is required to cover multivariate NMA in more detail,
and in particular provide code for implementation of wider range of methods
– e.g. contrast based method for contrast-level entry data with multi-arm
trials (the work is under way and the TSD extension will be feasible in 1218 months).

3.2

Structural models

Key references: Dias et al. (2018), Pedder et al. (2019)

Structural models aim to take account of particular relationships between each outcome, are
each tailored to specific clinical scenarios, and are therefore disease dependent. It is essential
that their biological plausibility is checked by clinical experts, and where possible that the
structural assumptions are checked statistically. Here, we focus on a set of examples most
likely to be relevant in submissions to NICE appraisals.
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We note that there are several “multiple outcome” models already in common use at NICE
relating to ordered categories and competing risks which are covered in TSD2. These include
ordered probit or ordered logit models used for PASI or ACR scores in psoriasis and
rheumatoid arthritis respectively, models for mutually exclusive end-points, for example in
trials of treatments for schizophrenia (Dias et al., 2013, Dias et al., 2011b), and models for
treatment discontinuation and treatment efficacy conditional on continuation (Dias et al., 2018,
National Clinical Guideline Centre, 2012, National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health,
2014).
It is worth noting that these structural models are motivated mainly by the lack of individual
patient data from all the included trials. Simpler analyses would be possible if IPD were
comprehensively available (section 2.1).

3.2.1

Multiple outcomes reported in different ways

Trials may report results in different ways, and some trials may report data in more than one
way. For example in studies of treatments for influenza studies reported one or more of: mean
(or median) time to end of fever; mean (or median) time to end of symptoms; proportion of
patients reaching end of symptom or end of fever outcomes within X days. These can all be
synthesised simultaneously through a model that expresses the various reported statistics as
a function of underlying shared parameters (Welton et al., 2008, Burch et al., 2010). These
clinical states have a fixed, known, temporal order within a natural history model. Modelling
can take advantage of that known relationship and the jointly estimated treatment effects.
Other examples of outcomes reported in different ways and synthesised using a shared
parameter model have been developed ((Keeney et al., 2018, Dias et al., 2011b)) and these
could also be adapted to the multivariate case.

3.2.2

Simultaneous mapping and synthesis

The term “mapping” is often used in HTA to reflect the change of scale of the relative treatment
effects obtained by multiplying a treatment difference on a disease-specific measurement
scale by a “mapping coefficient” (Brazier et al., 2010).
Models for simultaneous mapping and synthesis have been developed, in which the mapping
coefficients linking several test instruments are estimated from the RCT evidence making up
the meta-analysis of interest. The model simultaneously synthesizes both the mapping
coefficients and the treatment effect information within and between trials to produce estimates
that are invertible and transitive (Lu et al., 2014).
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These models are, in effect, special cases of MVNRE models (see section 2.1) in which it is
assumed that the relative treatment effect on a number of outcomes is the same to within a
“mapping coefficient”. There is an implication that if there is no treatment effect on one
outcome, there is no treatment effect on the others. The synthesis estimates both the relative
treatment effect (on any of the outcomes), and a coefficient that maps from the relative
treatment on a reference outcome onto treatment effects on all the other outcomes. This type
of model has been used for outcomes in trials of treatments for depression, social anxiety, and
ankylosing spondylitis (Lu et al., 2014, Ades et al., 2015, Kounali et al., 2016). It could probably
be applied to a wider set of conditions, wherever the assumptions are clinically reasonable,
although it requires a connected network of outcomes (i.e. that the combination of outcomes
reported in the included RCTs form a connected network) (Dias et al., 2018).

3.2.3

Repeat Observations for continuous outcomes

Where trials report continuous outcomes at several points in time, multi-variate models should
be fitted that take account of the correlation between time points.
If the relative effect is assumed to not change over time, only the correlation structure needs
to be attended to. A univariate model can be used where the measures over time are pooled
with the variance adjusted to take account of the correlation structure (National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence, 2013).
If the treatment effect is assumed to change over time (clinical input should be sought) a
suitable functional form can be estimated to represent the relationship between treatment
effects over time. Jansen et al. (2015) proposed fitting fractional polynomials models. More
recently a model based network meta-analysis (MBNMA) modelling framework has been
proposed that allows for non-linear modelling of multi-parameter time-course functions,
accounts for residual correlation between observations, preserves randomisation by modelling
relative effects, and allows for testing of inconsistency between direct and indirect evidence
on the time-course parameters (Pedder et al., 2019). The MBNMA framework can include a
multivariate Normal likelihood, but rather than assuming a multivariate Normal distribution for
relative effects (section 2.1.6), a more structured model it fitted to capture the time-course
relationship, giving more precise and interpretable results. This approach can take advantage
of additional knowledge on the time-course function for the onset of action of different
treatments, from early pharmacokinetic studies, or when enough studies reporting at different
time points are available, the different functional form can be assessed. An R package is
available

to

fit

time-course

MBNMA

project.org/web/packages/MBNMAtime/index.html).
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models

(https://cran.r-

3.2.4

Repeat observations on binomial outcomes

Trials often report the proportion of patients reaching an end-point at more than one follow-up
time, and different trials may report at different follow-up times. To synthesis all the data
available, a piece-wise constant hazard model can be constructed, when the end-point is an
absorbing state (eg mortality). The relative treatment effect can be allowed to vary between
time intervals, or not. “Smoothing” of the baseline hazard rate and/or the hazard ratio across
adjacent time intervals can be accomplished by random walk processes. These models have
been applied to gastro-intestinal reflux disease (Lu et al., 2007) and trials of stents (Stettler et
al., 2007, Stettler et al., 2008).
When the binary outcome may change over time for each patient (eg having a headache free
day), then the MBNMA time-course modelling framework can also be applied to model relative
effects as log-odds ratios as a function over time (Pedder et al., 2019).

3.2.5

Synthesis of Markov transition parameters

Occasionally trials report the number of transitions between health states. In the case of
asthma, for example, these would be transitions between “successfully treated weeks”,
“unsuccessfully treated weeks”, “exacerbation”, and “treatment failure” (an absorbing state).
This can be represented as a Markov transition model, with a “baseline” and relative treatment
effect for every transition. Alternatively, if clinically appropriate, the model can be cast as a
Markov rate process with transitions only between adjacent states. This reduces the number
of transitions, and makes it possible to identify the transition(s) on which the treatment
operates. The model can be written as first order differential equations (Price et al., 2011,
Price and Briggs, 2002). Data from trials reporting results at different time points could be
incorporated within the same model (Welton and Ades, 2005). In NICE TAs, transitions
between Markov model states are rarely synthesised, and instead individual patient data from
the manufacturers trial used directly to estimate transition probabilities (for example the
ongoing TA for Dupilumab for severe asthma with type 2 inflammation). Methods that
synthesise evidence on transition rates to obtain rate ratios are desirable, as RCTs are
designed to provide the best source of relative effects, and may not be the best source of
absolute effects. Rate ratios from a synthesis of RCTs could be applied to transition rates on
the reference treatment from a suitable representative prospective cohort study.

3.2.6

Recommendations
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The Methods Guide should be updated to the effect that methods for ordered category
data, and for trials involving both discontinuation and efficacy outcomes, are well
established, and should be used wherever appropriate.



Joint synthesis of structurally related outcomes is recommended wherever possible, to
increase precision and robustness of decision making. Models should be informed by
knowledge of the natural history of the disease and checked for clinical plausibility.
The underlying assumptions should be checked statistically wherever possible. Those
making submissions can be guided by the above examples, but should consider
whether structural models would contribute precision and robustness in other clinical
areas too.

3.2.7


Research Recommendations

There is a research need to explore the application of methods for synthesis of Markov
transition rate parameters in NICE TA examples.



There is a need for a TSD on evidence synthesis with structural models for multiple
outcomes, including time-course modelling.
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4 SURROGATE ENDPOINTS
Key references: (Bujkiewicz et al., 2019a, Daniels and Hughes, 1997)
Surrogate endpoints (such as, for example, progression free survival (PFS) as an early marker
of overall survival (OS) in cancer) play an increasingly important role in the drug development
process as new health technologies are increasingly being licensed by the regulatory
agencies, such as European Medicines Agency (EMA) in Europe or Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) in the US, based on evidence obtained by measuring effectiveness on
a surrogate marker. When data on the final clinical outcome are not available or limited at the
licensing stage, this will also be the case for the HTA decision-making process. To expedite
availability of new therapies to patients, technology appraisals may need to be based on an
estimate of the effect of the therapy measured on the surrogate endpoint.

HTA agencies, however, are cautious about the use of surrogate outcome data and highlight
the importance of an appropriate use of such endpoints in their guidelines. This is particularly
reflected in the guidelines published by the European Network for Health Technology
Assessment (EUnetHTA) as well as NICE's current guidance on methods for manufacturers.
The guidelines recommend that HTA analysts and decision-makers should be cautious about
using surrogate endpoints and use them only if they have been appropriately validated. The
additional uncertainty associated with using surrogate endpoints to predict cost-effectiveness
should also be fully explored.

4.1

Validity of surrogacy

Before they can be used in evaluation of new health technologies, candidate surrogate
endpoints have to be assessed for their predictive value of the treatment effect on the final
clinical outcome. Relying solely on patient level association is not sufficient when evaluating
surrogate endpoints, in particular when individual level association has been evaluated based
on data from a single trial (Fleming and DeMets, 1996). A single trial validation cannot
guarantee that an association between effects confirmed based on individual data under one
treatment will hold in other interventions. A meta-analytic approach, based on data from a
number of trials to establish the association between the treatment effects on the candidate
surrogate endpoint and on the final outcome is more appropriate for evaluation of surrogate
endpoints.
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A modelling framework is required to establish the strength of the surrogate relationship
between the treatment effects on the surrogate and the final outcome and to predict the likely
treatment effect on the final outcome for the new health technology. Multivariate meta-analytic
methods provide such a framework as they, by definition, take into account the correlation
between the treatment effects on the surrogate and final outcomes as well as the uncertainty
related to all parameters describing the surrogate relationship.

Validity based on a pre-specified criteria, however, may be arbitrary, and validation based on
evaluating predictive value of the surrogate, which takes into account uncertainty associated
with the strength of the surrogate relationship as well as around of the treatment effects in the
data, is preferable.

In practice, it is difficult to quantify how large the correlation should be in order to consider the
surrogate endpoint suitable to make the prediction. Some authors claimed that a high level of
association is required to demonstrate surrogacy. For example, Lassere et al in their
Biomarker-Surrogacy Evaluation Schema defined such high association by the square of the
between-studies correlation (or so-called adjusted R-squared) above 0.6 (Lassere et al.,
2012), and the German Institute of Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG) requires
high correlation with the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval above 0.85
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/nbk198799/). Other authors emphasised that the
decision of whether the surrogate endpoint can be used to predict clinical benefit, should be
based on the balance between the strength of the surrogate relationship and the need for the
decision to be made about the effectiveness of the new treatment, for example for regulatory
purposes (Alonso A, 2016).
As discussed by Bujkiewicz et al., the strength (or weakness) of the surrogate relationship will
manifest itself in the width of the predicted interval of the treatment effect on the final outcome
(Bujkiewicz et al., 2019b). A smaller value of the correlation will result in a larger interval and
hence increased uncertainty about the regulatory or clinical decision made based on such
prediction. The implication of this is that perhaps we don't need criteria about the correlation
and instead we need only look at the predictions (Bujkiewicz et al., 2019b). Such predicted
estimate (along with the uncertainty) of the treatment effect may be used in HTA decision
making. The evaluation of the quality of predictions can be achieved through a cross-validation
procedure (Daniels and Hughes, 1997) and TSD20 section 2.3.3 (Bujkiewicz et al., 2019a).

4.1.1

Aggregate data based methods for surrogate endpoint evaluation and predictions
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Key references: (Daniels and Hughes, 1997, Bujkiewicz et al., 2017, Bujkiewicz
et al., 2019a)
Daniels and Hughes proposed a model, referred to in TSD 20 as the “standard surrogacy
model”, which assumes that the estimates of the treatment effects on the surrogate and final
outcomes follow bivariate normal distributions in each study (Daniels and Hughes, 1997).
These effects can be, for example log hazard ratios for PFS and OS. At the between studies
level, they assume fixed effects regression-like relationship, and the regression parameters
describe the strength of the surrogate relationship. The same model can be used to make
predictions of the (unreported) treatment effect on the final outcome from the treatment effect
measured on the surrogate endpoint, conditional on data from a number of studies reporting
the treatment effects on both outcomes.

Alternatively, a bivariate random effects meta-analysis (BRMA), in either standard form or the
product normal formulation (as referred to in section 2.1.1. of this report, on multivariate metaanalysis methods) can be used if the assumption about the random effect at the betweenstudies level is reasonable (assuming that the true effects are exchangeable, i.e. follow a
common bivariate normal distribution). In this case, predictions could be obtained with
increased precision compared to when using the standard model. Daniels and Hughes,
however, elaborated that the choice of the distribution for the random effects may be difficult
or complex when, for example, the distribution of the effects on the surrogate endpoint is
bimodal (for example when two classes of treatments of very different effectiveness, both
against the same control, are investigated). Bujkiewicz et al. showed in a simulation study that
when the exchangeability assumption does not hold, the predictions obtained from BRMA
product normal model may be biased (Bujkiewicz et al., 2017).

An alternative approach to the choice of the between-study model could be the use of the
bivariate NMA model (Bujkiewicz et al., 2019b), which is discussed in the below section 2.3.4.
In the context of the distribution for the random effects, the model relaxes the assumption of
normality across all trials (assumes normality only across those trials of the same treatment
contrast) and as such may lead to precise predictions whilst making reasonable (or less
strong) assumption about the random effects compared to the pairwise BRMA.

4.1.2

Prediction of treatment effect on the final clinical outcome given a synthesis and an
effect on surrogate endpoint
Key references: (Daniels and Hughes, 1997, Bujkiewicz et al., 2019a)
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Prior to making prediction of a treatment effect on the final outcome in a new study, an analysis
can be carried out to investigate the predictive value of the surrogate endpoint. A crossvalidation procedure (TSD 20, section 3.6.1 follows the procedure described by (Daniels and
Hughes, 1997)) can be carried out to evaluate how well a surrogate endpoint predicts clinical
benefit. At the same time, this process serves another purpose of assessing the model fit.

The same model can then be used to make prediction of the treatment effect on the final
outcome in a new study from the treatment effect measured on surrogate endpoint in this
study. Such predicted effect can then be used in cost-effectiveness model. Tan et al illustrate
this conceptually in a different setting where an unreported effect on PFS and predicted from
the treatment effect on OS allowing for a more detailed modelling of the natural history for
metastatic prostate cancer patients treated with docetaxel (Tan et al., 2018). This is a less
usual approach, as typically we would expect to have an estimate of the effect on a surrogate,
such as PFS, and want to predict the effect of the treatment on OS. The paper by Tan et al
illustrates the use of the methods more broadly, rather than in a typical surrogacy setting.

4.1.3

Novel methodologies for surrogate endpoints
Key references: (Bujkiewicz et al., 2019b, Bujkiewicz et al., 2016, Papanikos et
al., 2020)

4.1.3.1 Multiple surrogate endpoints
Bujkiewicz et al developed multivariate meta-analytic methods in product normal formulation
(see also section2.1.2 of this report) for evaluation of more than one surrogate relationship at
the same time (Bujkiewicz et al., 2016). The models (which can be adapted to assume different
correlation structures between treatment effects on all outcomes: the surrogate endpoints and
the final outcome) can also be used for making predictions. Use of the methods can potentially
lead to predicted effects obtained with reduced uncertainty as in an example in multiple
sclerosis used as an illustration of the method. But this is not guaranteed as a number of other
factors (such as the strength of the surrogate relationships between pairs of outcomes or the
presence of treatment switching and resulting uncertainty around the effect on the final
outcome) will influence both the surrogate relationship and the predictions. For example, using
PFS and tumour response as combined surrogates to OS in advanced colorectal cancer did
not improve the surrogacy compared to using only PFS as surrogate to OS (Elia et al., 2020).
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4.1.3.2 Surrogate relationship and mechanism of action
Surrogate relationship depends on the mechanism of action of treatments or treatment
classes.

When this is the case, surrogate relationship may be investigated in

subgroups. Data included in such analysis may be limited to a small number of studies
per treatment class. This may dramatically reduce evidence base for surrogate
endpoint evaluation. To overcome this limitation, new methods have recently been
developed.

Bivariate network meta-analytic method for surrogate endpoint evaluation allows for
modelling surrogate relationships in each treatment contrast individually whilst
borrowing information from other treatment contrasts by taking into account the
network structure of the data (Bujkiewicz et al., 2019b). The authors also proposed an
extension of the method that in addition to modelling the study-level surrogate
relationship (within each treatment contrast), a treatment-level surrogacy is also
modelled by assuming additional similarity between the treatments. This extended
method allows for predicting treatment effect on the final outcome for a new study and
a new treatment, however the assumption of exchangeability is strong and needs to
be considered carefully. The limitation of the bivariate NMA method may be the
assumption of consistency in the network, which may not be satisfied when therapies
of different mechanisms of actions are investigated in different patient populations.

Another recently developed hierarchical meta-analysis method allows for borrowing of
information about surrogate relationships between treatment classes (Papanikos et al.,
2020). It is a pairwise method, which does not make such strong assumption (about
consistency) as the bivariate NMA method. Two versions of the method are proposed
by the authors, one assuming exchangeability (similarity) of the surrogate relationships
across the treatment classes and a model which relaxes this assumption by allowing
for partial exchangeability, i.e. the level of exchangeability is defined by a probability
of similarity which is learned from the data.

In absence of evidence from the same treatment class, appropriate meta-analytic
methods (such as bivariate meta-analytic methods and hierarchical meta-analysis)
should be used to validate and quantify the surrogacy relationship. This is particularly
relevant for first-in-class treatments.

4.1.4

Individual participant data (IPD) based methods for surrogate endpoint evaluation
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TSD 20 is focused on meta-analytic methods for summary data which, when applied to
surrogate endpoint evaluation, describe study level surrogacy patterns, which is most relevant
to regulatory decision making. When IPD are available, surrogate endpoints can be evaluated
at both individual- and study-level (Burzykowski, 2006). Methods by Buyse et al. model
surrogate endpoints in a hierarchical mixed model, which is de facto a meta-analytic
framework (Buyse et al., 2000). The authors developed a mixed model framework where two
measures, the individual-level R-squared and the trial-level R-squared, were developed to
validate candidate surrogate endpoint at both levels simultaneously. The trial level part of their
models for surrogate relationship is very similar to the bivariate random effects meta-analysis
approach and can be used to predict the relative treatment effect on the final clinical outcome
from the effect measured on the surrogate endpoint. These methods are developed in a
frequentist approach. Various extensions to this approach have been proposed (Burzykowski,
2006), for example for the time-to-event data (Burzykowski et al., 2001) which used a copula
function to account for the association between PFS and OS. It is a two-stage meta-analytic
approach, which means that the within-study variability is modelled in a greater detail
compared to any aggregate data approach (using a joint survival function), but at the study
level the model is equivalent to BRMA.

4.1.5

Application and realisation of clinical outcomes on CEA and recommendations

When using a surrogate endpoint in cost effectiveness analysis, such endpoint needs to be
properly validated and associated uncertainty taken into account. Ciani et al describe a threestep process to validate and use surrogate-based evidence for use in health care decision
making (Ciani et al., 2017). The steps aim to (i) establish the level of evidence to consider the
suitability of surrogates, (ii) assess of the strength of association, and (iii) quantify the
relationship between the surrogate and the final outcome (and between the observed effect
on surrogate endpoint and the expected effect on the final outcome, which will in turn impact
on quality adjusted life years (QALYs) in cost-effectiveness analysis). The meta-analytic
methods for surrogate endpoint evaluation, listed here and described in more detail in TSD
20, model treatment effects on a surrogate endpoint (or multiple surrogate endpoints) and the
final outcome simultaneously, and as such can be used to carry out the analyses for the final
two steps.
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4.1.5.1 Validation
When evaluating the strength of surrogate relationship between the treatment effects on the
surrogate and final outcomes, the meta-analytic methods allow for appropriate representation
of uncertainty around all parameters. This is in contrast to, for example, meta-regression which
ignores the uncertainty around the treatment effect on the surrogate endpoint, resulting in
potentially overly optimistic estimates of surrogacy criteria and predictions (Bujkiewicz et al.,
2017). Results of the analysis can be used, for example, to justify use of a surrogate endpoint
as a primary outcome measure.

4.1.5.2 Making predictions
The methods described above can be used to predict an unknown treatment effect on the final
outcome from the treatment effect measured on the surrogate endpoint (conditional on data
from a number of studies reporting treatment effects on both outcomes). Such predicted effect,
for example a hazard ratio (HR) for OS can be used in cost-effectiveness analysis.

There may be more than one new study reporting the treatment effects on the surrogate
endpoint but not on the final outcome. We can then predict the treatment effects on the final
outcome for all of those new studies and either treat them as separate predicted estimates
that can be used in a decision-making framework individually or jointly by obtaining an average
predicted effect by using, for example, a standard (univariate) meta-analysis of the predicted
effects. When the new studies are investigating different treatments, individual predicted
effects for each study are likely to be of interest.

4.1.5.3 Joint modelling of treatment effects on two outcomes
The models can be used to jointly model the treatment effects on both surrogate and final
outcome resulting in a joint posterior distribution of relative effects on both outcomes used to
inform health economic model (see also sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.7 on use of multivariate metaanalysis).

The IPD based methods allow for the evaluation of surrogate endpoints at the individual level
in addition to trial level surrogacy. Knowledge about the strength of the individual level
surrogacy may be helpful when modelling the natural history of a disease. However, the
authors have mostly focussed on the use of these methods for validation of surrogate
endpoints at both individual and trial level as well as for prediction of effect of treatment on the
final clinical outcome given its observed effect on the surrogate endpoint (Buyse et al., 2000).
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A limitation of the methods is that IPD from all trials in the meta-analysis are required to fit the
model.

4.1.6

Examples of use of surrogate endpoints in the context of NICE

Taylor and Elston carried out a survey of NICE technology appraisals (TAs) and identified four
TAs that were carried out using surrogate endpoints (Taylor and Elston, 2009). However, far
more evaluations based on surrogates have been done since the review. An updated review
of past TAs is needed to fully understand how surrogate endpoints have been used in decision
making by NICE and to what extent the approaches have been robust and successful. In some
examples of TAs, surrogate relationships have been used to predict the relative treatment
effect on the final clinical outcome, and in others to extrapolate survival curve when data on
OS were not sufficiently mature for use in health-economic model, such as a Markov model
or a partitioned survival model. Below we list two examples for illustration.

A NICE technology appraisal committee has approved venetoclax in combination with
rituximab for treating relapsed or refractory chronic lymphocytic leukaemia using PFS as a
primary outcome (NICE TA561 https://www.nice.org.uk/Guidance/TA561 ). This was made on
the basis that treatment effect on PFS was deemed a surrogate for the effects on OS. In the
natural history model, survival curve for OS was difficult to obtain due to lack of maturity of the
data. A joint survival model for both endpoints, PFS and OS, assuming proportionality and the
same parametric form between them was used for purpose of extrapolation. However, it is
unclear whether this was appropriate (see recommendations for research at the end of this
chapter).

In the 2006 review of TA132, evaluating ezetimibe for the treatment of hypercholesterolaemia
(https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta132 ), the company used the effect of ezetimibe on a

surrogate end point (lowering low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-c level) in the absence
of clinical outcome data on the cardiovascular benefit. A previous model, developed based on
trials for statins, for surrogate relationship between the LDL-c and cardiovascular effects has
been used to map the effect of ezetimibe on LDL-c onto the cardiovascular benefit. The model
appears to be a meta-regression, which has a limitation as it does not take into account the
uncertainty around the treatment effects on the surrogate, however, the details of the method
have not been listed. The ERG had a number of reservations regarding how well the surrogacy
translates onto ezetimibe which is not a statin, given that the surrogacy model was developed
based on trials for statins, and also the effect on surrogate was short term and thus it was
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unclear if it would sustain over long time horizons. The ERG recommended that ezetimibe is
reassessed when more mature data are available. Ezetimibe monotherapy was recommended
by the NICE TA committee as an option for the treatment of adults with primary
hypercholesterolaemia who would otherwise be initiated on statin therapy but who are unable
to do so because of contraindications to initial statin therapy. The committee also
recommended collection of further data to establish the long-term effectiveness of ezetimibe
and whether there are any long-term adverse effects.

4.1.7

Recommendations


Meta-analytic modelling techniques described above (2.3.2 – 2.3.5) are
recommended (with appropriate consideration of available data and model
assumptions) when using surrogate endpoint evaluation. The assumptions are
briefly discussed above. Specific details about the methods in terms data
requirements, assumptions and limitations are included in TSD 20.



Previously published models, if available, can be used to assess validity of a
surrogate endpoint or to make predictions. However, they can be used only when
the models have been developed in the same or relevant setting (patient
population, a broad range of treatment options that suggest the surrogate
relationship holds across all treatments or within a class of treatment relevant to
the new technology under assessment) and are reported in sufficient detail to allow
for incorporating all relevant uncertainty when making prediction. This may be
difficult when a new surrogate endpoint is investigated or a new type of treatment
or line of therapy is under consideration (or a new population) and surrogacy in the
new context may not hold. When historical models are based on data collected in
a different setting, development of a new model, using appropriate meta-analytic
techniques, is recommended. This may include network meta-analysis or
hierarchical methods reflecting differences in mechanism of action between
treatment classes or for first-in-class scenarios.



When evidence on the suitability of the surrogate endpoint is limited, a
recommendation can potentially be made conditional on the cost-effectiveness
results being confirmed when more mature data become available and the
technology under investigation is re-evaluated. This is particularly recommended
for cancer therapies. This approach is recommended for the licensing decisions
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made by EMA based on a surrogate marker and can be adopted in HTA decisionmaking for cancer therapies. Coordination between NICE and EMA may improve
the process.

4.1.8

Research recommendations


Whilst the evidence synthesis methods described in this review serve well the
purpose of surrogate endpoint validation and making predictions of the relative
treatment effect on the final clinical outcome (which can be used in decision
modelling frameworks), they do not capture all aspects of the role a surrogate
endpoint can play in the decision modelling. When data on the final outcome are
not mature, extrapolation of the survival curve may need to be carried out (as in
the aforementioned example in leukaemia, sec 2.3.7). How such extrapolation may
be carried out and what data (from RCTs, perhaps based on a surrogate endpoint,
or from other sources, such as observational data) are used will depend on data
availability and maturity. Optimal approaches for predicting baseline survival
patterns in a natural history model in relation to use of surrogate endpoint need to
be investigated. The necessary research is planned in a current NIHR fellowship
application (currently the feasible timeline is 3 years).



An up-to-date review of past technology appraisals is needed to fully understand
how surrogate endpoints have been used in decision making by NICE and further
methodological considerations, including simulation studies, need to be carried out
to assess these methods and identify most optimal approaches in different disease
and data scenarios. As above, the necessary research is planned in a current
fellowship application with feasible timeline of 3 years.
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5 USE OF INFORMATIVE PRIOR DISTRIBUTIONS
5.1

Informative prior distributions for between-study heterogeneity
Key references: Dias et al. (2018), Turner et al. (2019), Ren et al. (2018)

5.1.1

When the methods are likely to be useful

When meta-analyses only have a small number of studies, it is challenging to estimate the
between-studies heterogeneity parameter. Similarly, for network meta-analysis, the
heterogeneity can be difficult to estimate when the number of studies per comparison is small.
At least four or five studies has been suggested as a minimum per comparison to estimate
between study standard deviation (Gelman, 2006), although in a NMA with many loops (i.e.
multiple sources of evidence on a single comparison) it may be possible to estimate this well
with fewer studies per comparison.
When estimating random effects (network) meta-analysis models in a Bayesian context, a
prior distribution must be given to the between-study heterogeneity parameter, but this can be
relatively influential on the posterior distribution when there are only a small number of studies.
Typically, as recommended in TSD2, minimally informative Uniform prior distributions are
used, and sensitivity analyses using alternative distributions are recommended. However,
poor estimation of the between-study heterogeneity due to insufficient studies can lead to
implausibly wide 95% credible intervals for the relative treatment effects when typical
minimally informative prior distributions are used.
However, the Bayesian approach gives the opportunity to use external information to help
estimate the between-study heterogeneity. Note however that the main impact of doing this is
to improve the precision of the estimates, rather than change the point estimates for the
relative treatment effects.
5.1.2

Empirically based prior distributions

Turner et al. (Turner et al., 2012, Turner et al., 2015b) estimated the between-study
heterogeneity for 14,886 meta-analyses in the Cochrane library with binary outcomes and
obtained a prediction for what might be expected to be seen in a new study exchangeable
with those Cochrane meta-analyses. They give predictions for the between-study variance in
80 different settings, according to the type of interventions compared, outcomes measured,
and disease area. The distribution that best matches the current study can be used as a prior,
when the outcome is binary and analysed on the log-odds ratio scale.
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Similarly 6,492 meta-analyses in the Cochrane library with a continuous outcome were used
to obtain predictive distributions for meta-analyses with different continuous outcome types,
intervention comparisons type and medical area. Predictive t-distributions for the log of the
between-study variance (on the standardised mean difference scale) expected in future
meta-analyses with a continuous outcome were obtained, which can be used as informative
prior distributions, with suitable re-scaling (Rhodes et al., 2015, Ren et al., 2018).
Empirically based prior distributions are not currently available for other outcome types (eg
outcomes measured on the log-hazard ratio scale) although they may become available in the
future.
5.1.2.1 Truncated prior distributions
It has been suggested that the empirically-based prior distributions proposed by Turner et al.
(2015b) and Rhodes et al. (2016) still allow for very large, and implausible, values of the
between-study heterogeneity in many cases. An elicitation method, combining empirical
evidence and expert beliefs on the ‘‘range’’ of treatment effects was proposed, to infer a more
informative prior distribution for the between-study heterogeneity (Ren et al., 2018). This
allows a truncation of the prior distributions suggested by Turner et al. (2015b) and Rhodes et
al. (2016) which is simple to implement in the standard Bayesian meta-analysis code
presented in TSD2 (Ren et al., 2018, Dias et al., 2018). WinBUGS code to implement these
prior distributions is available in Turner et al. (2015b), Rhodes et al. (2016) and Ren et al.,
2018). An example with code is also given in(Dias et al., 2018).
5.1.3

External data to inform prior distributions

If there are insufficient data in the meta-analysis, it may be reasonable to use the posterior
distribution, or a posterior predictive distribution (Lunn et al., 2013) from a larger meta-analysis
on the same trial outcome involving a similar treatment for a similar condition (Higgins and
Whitehead, 1996). Such an analysis could be used to approximate an informative prior
distribution.
If there are no data on similar treatments and outcomes that can be used, an informative prior
distribution can be elicited from a clinician who knows the field (Ren et al., 2018, Dias et al.,
2018). The expert would be asked to comment on the level of variability expected in the
studies, not on the actual size of the relative treatment effects. Although this would be subject
to the experts’ own beliefs, it would only impact the variability in relative treatment effects, not
their mean values.
5.1.4

Choice of appropriate prior distribution in NMA
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In NMA, it is usually assumed that between-study heterogeneity is equal across treatment
comparisons. However, the use of empirically based prior distributions (section 2.4.2) requires
definition

of

treatment

comparison

type

as

pharmacological

intervention

versus

control/placebo; pharmacological intervention versus pharmacological intervention; or
comparison of any non-pharmacological intervention (Turner et al., 2015b, Rhodes et al.,
2015). In a NMA it is likely that multiple types of comparison are included. Choice of which
exact prior distribution to select is then not obvious, but the widest candidate distribution could
be chosen, or the one with the majority of studies.
Models which allow for different heterogeneity parameters across comparisons can also be
fitted (Lu and Ades, 2009) although it is unclear whether the added model complexity is
justified. In this case, it is even more important to ensure that there is sufficient information to
estimate the between-study heterogeneity across all comparisons in the network. Turner et al.
(2019) proposed models for incorporating external information as prior distributions for the
different variance parameters. In such cases empirically based prior distributions appropriate
for each comparison type could be used to inform the different heterogeneity parameters.
5.1.5


Recommendations

When there are few included studies, it may be preferable to use informative prior
distributions, rather than the typically recommended vague prior distributions, for the
heterogeneity parameter. Distributions tailored to particular outcomes and disease
areas, based on studies of many hundreds of meta-analyses (Turner et al., 2012,
Rhodes et al., 2015) are recommended. Truncation of these distributions may be
reasonable to improve precision of treatment effect estimates (Ren et al., 2018).



If a large meta-analysis of other treatments for the same condition and using the same
outcome measures can be identified, the posterior distribution for the between-trial
heterogeneity from this meta-analysis can also be used to inform the current analysis
(Dakin et al., 2010).



It is important to note the source of the prior distribution for the between-study
heterogeneity and justify it use, including sensitivity of the main synthesis results to
different candidate prior distributions.



Whatever prior distribution is used for the between-study heterogeneity, results should
be checked to ensure that the prior distribution was not overly informative (i.e. that it
overly constrained the posterior distribution) and that it has been updated in light of the
data. This can be done in by plotting the posterior density of heterogeneity parameter
and comparing it to the prior distribution.
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Care should be taken to ensure the empirically-based prior distributions are
implemented on the correct scale for the heterogeneity parameter: standard deviation,
variance or log-variance (Rhodes et al., 2015, Turner et al., 2015b, Dias et al., 2018).



Informative prior distributions for the relative treatment effects are not recommended
unless under very specific circumstances (e.g. very sparse adverse event data) and
would require additional justification.

5.1.6


Research recommendation:
Empirically based prior distributions are beginning to be used in TA submissions,
although at least one case of incorrect coding has been seen [company submission
available to York ERG, not in public domain]. A practical guide could be produced
going over how to use the empirically based prior distributions and updating the TSD2
WinBUGS code to include the Turner et al. (2015b) and Rhodes et al. (2016) prior
distributions. This could be an addendum or update to TSD2 or a standalone “How
to…” document citing TSD2. In addition, an illustration of the impact of using
empirically based prior distributions on cost-effectiveness results and decision
uncertainty could be included.
Duration of project: 4 weeks
Timeline: by September 2020

5.2

Informative prior distributions for correlation parameters
Key references: Bujkiewicz et al. (2019a) TSD20

In multivariate random effects meta-analysis borrowing of strength across outcomes is greater
when correlation between outcomes is highest. Informative prior distributions on the betweenstudies correlation can improve borrowing of information. Alternatively, weakly informative
prior distribution(s) on the between-studies correlation(s), can achieve increased borrowing,
compared to the seemingly non-informative flat prior distributions on the correlation (such as
uniform prior ranging between values of -1 and +1) which can result in biased pooled estimates
(Burke et al., 2018).
This is described in more detail in Section 2.
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6 SYNTHESIS OF SURVIVAL DATA
Studies that report survival outcomes, or more generally time-to-event outcomes, raise
particular challenges for evidence synthesis. Data is collected over time, typically summarised
by a Kaplan Meier survival curve (although some studies may only report median times or
hazard ratios), and the shape of survival curves may differ across studies and even across
treatment arms. The relative effects of treatments are measured with hazard ratios, which may
either be constant over time (proportional hazards) or change over time. The validity of the
proportional hazard assumption may vary with treatment comparison and study. Sections 5.1
and 5.2 describe methods for synthesis when the proportional hazards assumption does and
does not hold respectively. To properly explore the proportional hazards assumption and fit
models that allow for non-proportional hazards requires individual patient data (IPD), which in
NICE TAs is usually available for the manufacturer’s trial, but not for other trials. Section 5.3
describes methods available to approximate IPD from published Kaplan-Meier curves.

It is common (especially in oncology) for studies to report data on progression free survival
(PFS) and overall survival (OS), but not on post-progression survival (PPS). OS is the sum of
PFS and post-progression survival (PPS), and so OS is not independent of PFS. Sections 5.4
describes methods for joint synthesis of PFS and OS data, when IPD are available and when
they are not. A particular issue that may lead to biased estimates of PPS (and hence OS) is
when patients on the control arm switch to the active new treatment post progression. We
discuss methods to account for such “treatment switching” in section 5.5.

Evidence from RCTs is further limited by the follow-up period of the trials. The clinical
effectiveness estimates can therefore only be interpreted within the follow-up periods that have
been observed. However, for cost-effectiveness, an estimate of mean survival is needed which
requires extrapolation of the survival curves beyond the trial follow-up periods. We discuss
methods to extrapolate pooled survival curves in section 5.6.

6.1

Synthesis of Survival Data under the Proportional Hazard Assumption
Key references: (Dias et al., 2018) (Chapter 10), (Dias et al., 2011b) (TSD2)

A review of cost-effectiveness analyses in NICE TAs found that the proportional hazards
assumption is rarely checked, but commonly assumed (Guyot et al., 2011). More broadly,
Krishan et al. reviewed meta-analyses of time-to-event outcomes, and found it was checked
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in none of the 35 meta-analyses with aggregate data, only 3/7 of the meta-analyses with a
mixture of IPD and aggregate data, and only 30/81 of the meta-analyses with IPD on all
studies(Krishan et al., 2019). Methods to assess the proportional hazard assumption include
inspection of log-cumulative hazard plots, inclusion of time-varying covariates, inspection of
Schoenfeld residuals, and visual inspection of the Kaplan-Meier curves (for example
observing survival curves that cross)(Collett, 2003). Most of these methods require IPD, but
may have been applied and reported in the original study publications. As long as a KaplanMeier curve is published, then an approximation to the IPD can be reconstructed (see section
5.3) and the PH assumption checked (although covariate information is not available in
reconstructed IPD).

If the proportional hazards assumption is deemed to hold across all studies, then hazard ratios
can be pooled using standard code from Evidence Synthesis TSD2 section 3.5 ((Dias et al.,
2011b)), with particular care taken to properly account for correlations between relative
treatment effects from RCTs with 3 or more arms (and hence 2 or more hazard
ratios)(Franchini et al., 2012). Hazard ratios can be obtained from each study by fitting a Cox
proportional hazards model which has the advantage that it does not assume a parametric
form for the survival curve shape in each study(Collett, 2003).

If the proportional hazards assumption does not hold across all studies, then clinical input
should be sought, to advise as to whether there is a plausible reason for proportional hazards
for some treatment comparisons and not others. If most of the studies indicate proportional
hazards holds and there is no clinical explanation why others would not, then it may be justified
to pool hazard ratios, although sensitivity analysis to this choice is advisable using the
methods presented in section 5.2.

If Kaplan-Meier curves are not available, and different studies report different summary
measures (for example medians, or proportions surviving to specific time-points, or HRs may
have been reported in different studies), then as long as a parametric functional form is
assumed, these different summaries can be combined in a pairwise or network meta-analysis
using a shared parameter model. For example, if an Exponential model is assumed, then each
outcome type provides information on the event rate: the median provides evidence on 2/rate,
the proportion surviving to time t provide information on exp(-rate*t), and the HR provides
information on the ratio of the rates. If two-parameter models are assumed (eg Weibull) then
it is necessary to assume something about one of the parameters in order to estimate the
other (e.g. a constant or exchangeable shape parameter across studies(Welton et al., 2008,
Welton et al., 2010).
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Saramago et al. present a shared parameter method to combine studies with IPD time-toevent data and aggregate count data to estimate a Weibull survival model, including covariate
interactions(Saramago et al., 2014).

6.1.1

Recommendations


The proportional hazards assumption should always be assessed, preferably using
log-cumulative hazard plots (as advised in TSD14 ((Latimer, 2011))), visual
inspection of the Kaplan-Meier curves, and interpretation of tests for proportional
hazards reported in the original trial publications.



If the proportional hazards assumption holds then hazard ratios may be pooled
using standard code for treatment differences (Evidence Synthesis TSD2 section
3.5(Dias et al., 2011b)). Correlations need to be accounted for in trials with 3 or
more arms.



Shared parameter models may be possible when different studies report different
summary outcome measures by assuming a common underlying survival model.
However, reconstructing Kaplan Meier curves to obtain common summaries
across studies is preferable if possible.

6.2

Synthesis of Survival Data under non-Proportional Hazards

If the proportional hazards assumption does not hold in some or most of the studies, then it is
not appropriate to synthesise the hazard ratios, because they depend on time and cannot be
described by a single summary. A variety of alternative methods have been proposed in the
literature for this situation. We first briefly recap methods for analysis of survival data from a
single trial and then discuss how these methods extend to synthesis of multiple trials and
treatments.

6.2.1

Modelling non-proportional hazards in the analysis of a single trial

Parametric survival models may be fitted if IPD (or reconstructed IPD) are available, and these
may be parameterised to assume non-proportional hazards. The most intuitive alternatives to
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proportional hazards are accelerated failure time (AFT) models where it is assumed that the
effect of treatment is to accelerate or decelerate time to event by a proportional constant (the
acceleration factor)(Collett, 2003). Distributions where AFT models can be fitted include loglogistic, log-normal, gamma, and Weibull distributions. For example, the Weibull distribution
can be parameterised (i) assuming proportional hazards (and estimate a hazard ratio), (ii) as
an AFT model (and estimate an acceleration factor), or (iii) to reflect other departures from
proportional hazards by estimating treatment effects on both shape and scale parameters
(equivalent to fitting separate distributions to each arm). Methods to select an appropriate
parametric form in the analysis of a single trial are given in TSD 14(Latimer, 2011), with a
preference for using the same parametric form for all arms within in a trial.

More flexible survival models include piecewise models(Friedman, 1982), cubic spline models
(Royston and Parmar, 2002) and fractional polynomials (Royston and Altman, 1994). These
models have the advantage that they can capture a wider range of survival curve shapes than
the standard parametric survival curves, although they may be more complex to fit, less easily
interpreted, and can give unrealistic extrapolations.

Finally, Royston and Parmar proposed a non-parametric approach which measures the
treatment effect as a difference or ratio of restricted mean survival time (RMST) across
treatment arms(Royston and Parmar, 2011, Royston and Parmar, 2013). The RMST is defined
as the area under the survival curve up to a restriction time-point (for example trial follow-up).
The method is simple and makes few assumptions, but is only valid up to the restriction point
of the trial, and does not deliver an estimated survival curve for use in modelling.

6.2.2

Synthesis of Survival Data under non-Proportional Hazards

If an AFT model is appropriate across the collection of studies/treatment comparisons, then
pairwise or network meta-analysis models can be used to pool the log of the acceleration
factors. Standard code from Evidence Synthesis TSD2 section 3.5 can be applied (although
we are not aware that this has been applied in practise to date), with particular care taken to
properly account for correlations between relative treatment effects from RCTs with 3 or more
arms (and hence 2 or more hazard ratios)(Franchini et al., 2012). Note that this represents a
2-stage analysis, as the acceleration factors are estimated from each trial in a first stage, and
then they are pooled in the second stage. Siannis et al. proposed a one-stage approach for
meta-analysis of acceleration factors (they denoted these percentile ratios)(Siannis et al.,
2010) and also a 2-stage version (Barrett et al., 2012). We are not aware that this method has
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been extended to NMA, although there is a conference abstract available(Bexelius et al.,
2014).

If a particular parametric survival model is appropriate across all studies and treatments, then
the parameters from that model can be pooled. For example, a bivariate meta-analysis model
(see section 2.1.1) can be put on the shape and scale parameters of a Weibull model, where
shape and scale depend on treatment and study ((Welton et al., 2008, Welton et al., 2010)
(Ouwens et al., 2010)), which can be generalised to other parametric distributions (Cope et
al., 2017) and Dias et al (2018) Chapter 10). The same approach can be used with piecewise
models. The most common such model is the piecewise exponential model, where exponential
distributions with different rates are assumed for different segments of the curves. Relative
treatment effects are assumed to act on the hazard ratios for each segment, and a multivariate
meta-analysis model put on the piecewise log HRs(Lu et al., 2007).

Synthesis of survival outcomes using fractional polynomial models (Jansen, 2011) have been
used in several manufacturer submissions to NICE (for example TA463 Cabozantinib for
previously treated advanced renal cell carcinoma (https://www.nice.org.uk/Guidance/TA463
)). Fractional polynomial models can be thought of as a family of parametric curves which
cover a wide range of shapes for the survival curves. A first order fractional polynomial model
has 3 parameters, one of which (the power parameter) is usually fixed. A second order
fractional polynomial model has 5 parameters, two of which are fixed power parameters.
Although in theory all of these parameters could depend on study and treatment, it is sensible
to fix power parameters (chosen using model fit and parsimony metrics), and use a
multivariate meta-analysis (or NMA) model for the remaining 2 or 3 parameters, exactly as for
parametric models. The advantage of using fractional polynomial models is that they can
capture a wide range of survival curve shapes and they can pool studies where the shape
varies between study and treatment. This is particularly advantageous when standard
parametric models do not provide a good fit to the data. However, this means that different
survival shapes may be estimated for the same treatment in different studies, which may not
have clinical validity. The parameters of flexible polynomial models are not intuitive, and so
relative effects may be difficult to interpret and “sense-check”. Finally, the flexibility of the
curves may mean that they “over-fit” the observed data and may give predictions that do not
have face-validity. For example in TA463 the fractional polynomial models fitted to OS and
PFS crossed, so there was part of the curves where OS was less than PFS (which cannot
happen).
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Spline models have been used for the analysis of a single trial in NICE TAs (eg TA417
Nivolumab

for

previously

treated

advanced

renal

cell

carcinoma

(https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta417 )), and more recently network meta-analysis using
cubic spline models have been developed to describe the log-hazard over time(Freeman and
Carpenter). However, we are not aware of these yet being applied in NICE TAs. We would
anticipate that these methods would have the same advantages and disadvantages as the
fractional polynomial models, although they have the additional restriction that the “knots”
which define the sections for the cubic splines, are placed identically across the studies (as
for piecewise exponential models).

Meta-analysis of differences or ratios of RMSTs has been proposed(Wei et al., 2015), and
extended to network meta-analysis by Daly et al. (unpublished but used in NICE Guideline
NG122 Lung cancer: diagnosis and management (https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng122 )).
The advantage of this approach is that it is non-parametric and so does not make any
assumptions about the survival shapes in the different studies and treatment arms. Each study
provides information on the difference in area between the two survival curves (or the ratio of
these areas). Under this approach features such as crossing survival curves (a sure sign that
proportional hazards does not hold) are dealt with naturally, the additional survival when the
curve for A is higher than that for B is subtracted from the additional survival when the curve
for B is higher than that for A. The main drawback of this approach in the context of NICE TAs
is that the method requires that the restriction time used to calculate the RMST is the same
across the studies, and all included studies must have follow-up at least up to the restriction
time. This means that we are limited to make treatment comparisons for the period of the
shortest trial follow-up, and any data beyond that point is not incorporated in the synthesis.
Daly et al suggest combining the approach with extrapolation methods to overcome this
limitation, but note extrapolation brings further assumptions (see section 5.6). Another
limitation of this approach is that because the method is non-parametric no survival curve is
estimated, which is required for most cost-effectiveness models. However, Daly et al show
how partitioned survival models can be estimated using the results from a synthesis of
differences or ratios of RMSTs, including incorporating discounting.

6.2.3


Recommendations

If the accelerated failure time assumption is reasonable across all studies, then
acceleration factors may be pooled using a 2-stage approach using standard code for
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treatment differences (Evidence Synthesis TSD2 section 3.5). Correlations need to be
account for with trials with 3 or more arms.


If the same parametric model is reasonable across studies and treatment arms, then
multivariate pairwise or network meta-analysis on the survival curve parameters may be
fitted (Cope et al. 2017, Dias et al 2018 Ch 10).

6.2.4


Research Recommendations

There is a need for research to explore the use of pairwise and network meta-analysis of
differences or ratios of RMSTs to inform cost-effectiveness models typical in NICE TAs.
This work is already at an advanced stage, and two manuscripts in early draft form.



There is a need for a TSD giving a critique of the different methods for synthesis of survival
outcomes when the proportional hazards assumption does not hold.

6.3

Reconstructing Survival Data from Published Kaplan-Meier Curves

When it is not possible to synthesise a single summary (eg hazard ratio or acceleration factor)
that is reported in all studies, synthesis of survival outcomes requires IPD for all included trials.
Although IPD is usually available from the manufacturer’s trial, this is not the case for the other
trials. However Kaplan-Meier curves are usually available. There are a variety of digitising
software options available to obtain points from the Kaplan-Meier curves by clicking at multiple
time points of the curves, so long as the publication quality is sufficiently clear (not too blurry).
Ideally these timepoints should capture the “steps” in the Kaplan-Meier curves where events
occur (Guyot et al. (2012)).

Guyot et al. (2012) developed an algorithm that constructs a dataset that produces a Kaplan
Meier curve that approximates the published curve. The method uses the extracted points
from the Kaplan-Meier curve and other information, such as the reported numbers at risk under
the survival curve, and, the total number of events and total number censored. Guyot et al.
(2012) found, that the method gives a high level of accuracy for survival proportions and
medians, and a reasonable degree of accuracy for HRs when numbers at risk under the curve
or total number of events are reported. The method is frequently used in submissions to NICE.

The Guyot method has the advantage that it reconstructs the IPD to enable re-analysis,
whereas previous methods obtain survival probabilities at a limited set of specific time points
((Parmar et al., 1998, Williamson et al., 2002)) and/or impose parametric models to obtain the
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probabilities ((Dear, 1994, Arends et al., 2008, Fiocco et al., 2009, Ouwens et al., 2010,
Jansen, 2011, Hoyle and Henley, 2011)). The Guyot method was developed as an R routine,
but has also been implemented in Stata(Wei and Royston, 2017).

Note, that reconstructing Kaplan-Meier data does not provide patient level data for covariates
unless Kaplan-Meier curves are published separately for different subgroups, and even if this
is the case covariates cannot be modelled jointly. This limits the use of the method for
subgroup analysis.

6.3.1


Recommendations

The Guyot (2012) method can be used to reconstruct Kaplan-Meier data. Implementations
are available in R or Stata. Covariate information can only be obtained if Kaplan-Meier
curves are published by sub-group.

6.4

Combined Analysis of PFS and OS

PFS and OS are typically analysed separately in HTAs, and the resulting estimates used to
construct a partitioned survival cost-effectiveness model. However, PFS and OS are not
independent. Firstly, OS is the sum of PFS and post-progression survival (PPS), and so will
be correlated with PFS. Furthermore, time to progression may be correlated with PPS which
further leads to correlations between PFS and OS. It is for these reasons that PFS is often
considered a surrogate for OS (see section 2.3). The methods in section 2.3 can therefore be
applied to jointly model PFS and OS, and we do not repeat those methods in this section.
Here we discuss specific alternative approaches that have been proposed for joint modelling
of PFS and PPS and discuss their advantages and disadvantages over the joint models
presented in section 2.3.

6.4.1

When actual IPD are available

If IPD (actual IPD, not reconstructed IPD) are available from each study, then a state-transition
model may be a more appropriate approach than the partitioned survival approach (Williams
et al., 2017, Woods et al., 2017). For survival outcomes, state transition models consist of
movements between 3 states: progression-free, post-progression, and dead, with survival
models fitted for PFS and PPS which may include dependence between time to progression
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and PPS. Actual IPD are required (not reconstructed) because the method needs to know
both time of progression and mortality for each individual (which cannot be reconstructed from
PFS and OS Kaplan-Meier curves).

Methods for evidence synthesis of multi-state model parameters with IPD have rarely been
conducted, because it is unusual to have actual IPD for all studies. Price et al. give methods
for evidence synthesis for transitions between asthma health states (Price et al., 2011).
(Jansen and Trikalinos, 2013) describe an application of network meta-analysis with fractional
polynomials applied to a multi-state model for survival outcomes, but this is just a conference
abstract. If Kaplan-Meier curves are available for PFS and PPS, then simple multi-state
transition models that do not allow a dependence between PFS and PPS can be estimated
from reconstructed IPD. However, curves for PPS are rarely reported.

Whilst state-transition models have been used in NICE TAs (see review in TSD19), this is for
the analysis of the manufacturer’s trial. TSD 19 highlights the lack of available methods to
incorporate indirect comparisons and network meta-analysis in multi-state models. Price et al.
discusses a range of modelling options for parameterising treatment effects on Markov model
state transition rates(Price et al., 2011).

The bivariate meta-analysis methods for joint modelling of PFS and OS (section 2.3) only
require actual IPD to be available from at least one study to estimate the relationship between
treatment effects on the two outcomes. However, although they can be fitted when only
reconstructed IPD are available from other studies, very strong assumptions are required on
the similarity of the treatment effect relationships between PFS and OS in different studies
and treatments, which may not be plausible.

6.4.2

When actual IPD are not available

Daly et al (unpublished but used in NICE Guideline NG122 Lung cancer: diagnosis and
management (https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng122)) present a non-parametric joint model
for relative treatment effects pooled as differences or ratios of restricted mean survival time
(RMST) for PFS and PPS. RMST is estimated by the area under the survival curves (AUCs)
for PFS and OS, and correlations imposed by the constraint that OS>PFS are captured using
non-parametric bootstrap sampling. AUCs for PFS and OS are pooled, but the network metaanalysis model for relative treatment effects is put on PFS and PPS, where OS=PFS + PPS
is informed by the sum of these two NMA models. This approach has the advantage that it
does not make any distributional assumptions about the shape of the survival curves across
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treatments and studies, and accounts for correlations induced due to the structural relationship
between PFS and OS. It also has the advantage that treatment effects are put directly on PFS
and PPS (in line with state transition models). However, in common with bivariate models for
OS and PFS (section 2.3.2) it does not allow for a relationship between PFS and PPS
(reconstructed IPD are insufficient to estimate this).

6.4.3

Recommendations

6.4.4

Research Recommendations



Research is required to develop robust methodology for the pairwise network metaanalysis to populate state transition survival models.



Research is required for the development of non-parametric joint models for PFS and PPS
based on published PFS and OS curves (the is on-going with 2 manuscripts in early draft
format).



Research is required to compare the performance of different joint modelling approaches
in example typical in NICE TAs.

6.5

Treatment Switching
Key references: (Henshall et al., 2016, Latimer et al., 2019, Latimer et al., 2020,
Sullivan et al., 2020)

6.5.1

Reporting Analyses & Data Requirements

TSD16 (Latimer and Abrams, 2014) discuss commonly used methods for adjusting RCTs
when treatment switching (or crossover) occurs following randomisation. The main methods
(Rank Preserving Structural Failure Time Models [RPSFTM], Inverse Probability of Censoring
Weights [IPCW] and Two Stage Estimation [TSE]) are now being routinely used in many NICE
oncology TAs. However, each of the methods require a number of assumptions to be made
and have different data requirements. Whilst Latimer and Abrams (2014) discuss situations in
which extensive simulation studies have identified when some methods are unlikely to be
appropriate, in many situations multiple methods can potentially be used and consequently
clear and transparent reporting of analyses is crucial to allow appropriate critique (Sullivan et
al., 2020). The main methods also require different data requirements and often the ability of
analysts to apply particular methods can be dictated by data availability. Consequently in
situations when treatment switching might be expected and Overall Survival (OS) is a key
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endpoint, care and thought is required to ensure that appropriate data are collected, especially
during the course of the trial (to enable better prediction of which patients switch), at the point
of switching (to enable comparisons of those patients who switch with those who do not) and
post switching (so that post switching treatments can be assessed). Such design
considerations need to be co-developed in collaboration with all stakeholders –
patients/public, regulators and reimbursement agencies (Henshall et al., 2016).

6.5.2

Re-censoring

RPSFTM and TSE approaches estimate counterfactual survival times (i.e. those which would
have been observed had switching not occurred). As such they involve shrinking survival times
for patients who switched treatments, but some patients are censored. If switching is thought
to be associated with prognosis, this means shrunken censoring times could be related to
prognosis and therefore associated with bias. To reduce this effect re-censoring is often
applied (Latimer and Abrams, 2014). Whilst re-censoring may avoid or reduce the bias
associated with shrunken censoring times being related to prognosis, it generally involves a
loss of longer term information. In circumstances where the treatment effect is not constant
over time this can also lead to biased estimates of the longer term treatment effect. Latimer et
al. investigated via simulation studies the potential impact of re-censoring on bias and provide
guidance for those undertaking such analyses (Latimer et al., 2019).

6.5.3

Two-Stage Estimation (TSE) and Covariate Selection

TSE requires a secondary baseline to be established close to the point of potential switching.
For example, in many oncology trials this may be disease progression. However, in situations
when there is a significant time delay between the secondary baseline and patients actually
switching there is the possibility of time-dependent effects to be introduced, i.e. confounding.
Latimer et al. investigated an extension to a simple TSE approach which uses structural
nested models and g-estimation to account for time-dependent confounding and evaluated it
using extensive simulation studies (Latimer et al., 2020). This performed well and the bias
associated with g-estimation approach to account for time-dependent confounding being lower
than for simple TSE, though IPCW and RPSFTM could also perform well in such
circumstances.

A number of standard methods (IPCW and TSE) require the development of two statistical
models, and the issue of covariate selection in both models is a key consideration. It is also
one which has received relatively little attention, and has clear parallels with other areas (e.g.
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joint modelling (Rizopoulos, 2012)) but requires both data availability (see above on
appropriate data collection strategies) and an appropriate understanding of the causal
disease-treatment pathway (see below on Causal Inference).

6.5.4

Using External and Aggregate Data & Bayesian Methods

To date there have been few TAs which have used external data to deal with the problem of
treatment switching (TA171 https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta17 and TA269
https://www.nice.org.uk/Guidance/TA269). However, with the increasing availability of IPD
from RCTs and from Real World Evidence (RWE) studies, such an approach is likely to
become more attractive and indeed feasible. However, not only are the a number of
approaches which could be adopted, for example matching, calibration and
prediction/imputation (Ishak et al., 2011) many of these rely crucially upon the development
of a statistical model to adjust for potential patient differences, thus introducing additional
model/structural uncertainty – which covariates should be used and does model choice
matter. Further research into the potential uses of such methods appears to be both
warranted and necessary.

All the adjustment approaches discussed so far require access to IPD. However, in a number
of situations only aggregate/summary data are available but nevertheless treatment switching
is known to be an issue. For example, when conducting a MAIC (See 1.2 and 1.3). In such
situations if adjusted analyses have been adequately presented this may not be an issue, but
unfortunately

this

is

seldom

the

case.

Potential

solutions

include

adjusting

aggregate/summary results based on study characteristics and knowledge of treatment
switching or recreation/simulation of IPD (See 5.3) including timing of treatment switching in
order that more standard adjustment methods (e.g. RPSFTM, IPCW, TSE) can then be
applied before further syntheses/analyses (e.g. MAICs) are undertaken (Boucher et al., 2014).

The use of Bayesian methods for both the use of external data and when IPD are not available
have been advocated and would appear attractive warranting further research. However, the
use of a Bayesian approach to incorporate uncertainty regarding model assumptions (for
example the constant treatment effect in the RPSFTM approach) (Sullivan et al., 2020) and
use of appropriate prior distributions to model a priori causal effects (Oganisian and Roy,
2020) both appear to be worthy of investigation.

6.5.5

Causal Inference, Statistical Modelling & Treatment Sequences
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In terms of both the choice of approach to dealing with treatment switching (and the plausibility
of the assumptions that different methods make) and the development of appropriate statistical
models (e.g. covariate selection) a clear understanding of the causal disease-treatment
pathway is required (van Geloven et al., 2020). The use of increasingly standard causal
inference approaches (e.g. causal diagrams and doubly robust methods of treatment
estimation) have a potential key role to play, but these have received relatively little attention
to date (Funk et al., 2011, Hernán and Robins, 2020).

As highlighted above in terms of covariate selection, there are close parallels between some
of the standard adjustment methods (e.g. IPCW) and a statistical joint modelling approach
(Rizopoulos, 2012). Although TAs are not concerned with estimating the effect of treatment
sequences per se a joint modelling approach to the dynamic nature of treatments received in
RCTs allowing treatment switching (Bhattacharjee, 2019) and/or the use of statistical methods
to model treatment sequencing (Zheng et al., 2017, Deniz et al., 2018) could provide a fruitful
area of future co-development for estimating line-specific treatment effects on OS in TAs.

6.5.6


Recommendations

Updating of TSD16 to reflect; appropriate clear and transparent reporting of analyses
which have adjusted for treatment switching, data collection strategies to enable
appropriate methods to be applied, use of re-censoring for counterfactual methods, and
two-stage estimation using g-estimation when there is a possibility of time-dependent
confounding between secondary baseline and treatment switching.

6.5.7


Research Recommendations

Use of external data for adjusting for treatment switching (including use of Bayesian
methods)



Use of Bayesian methods generally regarding model assumptions (and parameters – for
example the common treatment effect assumption in RPSFTM) and causal effects



Methods for the adjustment of aggregate/summary data when treatment switching is an
issue



Use of causal inference approaches to delineate the disease-treatment pathway and aid
covariate selection strategies especially for two-stage statistical approaches (e.g. IPCW,
TSE and use of external data)



Use of statistical (joint) modelling of dynamic treatment strategies and treatment
sequence modelling
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6.6

Synthesis of RCT and External Evidence for Extrapolation

Methods for extrapolation of survival curves mostly lie outside the remit for this evidence
synthesis review, however here we briefly summarise methods where evidence is synthesised
to jointly estimate survival curves. We do not cover the situation where an external data source
is used to select a plausible extrapolation of the manufacturer’s trial data, nor where an
external data source is used for the reference treatment survival curve on which hazard ratios
from a pairwise or network meta-analysis are applied, although these are common uses of
external data for extrapolation in NICE TAs (TSD14 (Latimer, 2011)). For a general review of
use of external evidence in extrapolation see TSD14(Latimer, 2011) and Jackson et al.
(Jackson et al., 2017).

Demiris and Sharples (Demiris and Sharples, 2006) use a Bayesian evidence synthesis
approach to jointly estimate a survival curve on the reference treatment using a disease
specific cohort data from 2 hospitals and also general population mortality data. They explored
additive and multiplicative hazards models to relate mortality in the disease specific
populations with the general population to extrapolate survival on the reference treatment, on
which hazard ratios from a meta-analysis were applied. The advantage of this approach is that
it captures effects of ageing on mortality available from general population data and calibrates
this to the disease-specific populations of the representative cohorts. However, the hazard
ratio from the meta-analysis is assumed to hold beyond the follow-up period of the trials.

Guyot et al. (Guyot et al., 2016) also used a Bayesian multi-parameter evidence synthesis
approach to jointly estimate survival curves combining RCT data with external information on
general population survival, conditional survival from the SEER cancer registry database
(https://seer.cancer.gov/ ), and expert opinion. The method was applied to Kaplan Meier
curves from TA145 on cetuximab for the treatment of locally advanced squamous cell cancer
of the head and neck (https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta145 ). The approach estimates the
survival curves using the RCT data along with assumptions about the relationship between
survival in the RCT population and the external data sources. They assumed that survival on
the control arm is less than that in a matched general population, that 1-year conditional
survival converges to that in a matched population in the SEER registry, and that the HR is a
smooth function that decreases initially and then increases until it converges to 1. These
assumptions were supported by a meta-analysis of a different therapy in the same population,
visual inspection of 1-year conditional survival and expert opinion on mechanism of action of
the drug. The method worked well on the TA145 data, but has yet to be applied to other
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examples where the relationships between external data and RCT survival may be different
or less clear.

Both Demiris and Sharples (2006) and Guyot et al (2016) found that standard parametric
curves were not flexible enough to capture the shape of the survival curves reflecting all the
evidence sources. Demiris and Sharples (2006) used semi-parametric models which may be
problematic to apply in cost-effectiveness models, and Guyot et al (2016) used spline models
which captured the shapes of the survival curves well, but are difficult to fit (fractional
polynomials or piecewise constant models may provide a more practical alternative).

There is a Technical Support Document (Rutherford, 2020) currently in preparation which will
discuss flexible modelling and the need to include background mortality as an important aspect
of long-term extrapolation.

6.6.1

Research Recommendation


Research is needed to test these methods out in a range of NICE TAs to see how
useful they are in practise.
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7 RELIABILITY OF RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON NMA
7.1

GRADE-NMA

Key references: (Puhan et al., 2014)

The GRADE extension to NMA (Puhan et al., 2014) builds on the standard GRADE (High,
Moderate, Low, Very Low) quality assessment applied to pair-wise meta-analytic summaries
(Balshem et al., 2011). The GRADE-NMA extension is a set of rules that “map” from the pairwise assessments on the “direct” evidence summaries onto a set of quality assessments on
the NMA estimates. The process involves the following steps
1. Generate the standard GRADE ratings based on the direct evidence for each pair-wise
contrast
2. Generate a GRADE rating for every indirect estimate (ie using indirect evidence only):
it will be the lowest of the constituent ratings
3. Generate a GRADE rating for the NMA: it will be the highest of the direct and indirect
ratings, UNLESS the direct and indirect estimates are substantially different.
Where direct and indirect estimates are different, the advice is to choose the estimate with the
higher quality rating.

This is against every known principle of decision making. It could lead to choosing the worst
treatment, and it could generate incoherent situations where A is more effective than B, B is
more effective than C, and C is more effective than A.
The GRADE-NMA advice was subsequently “clarified”(Hultcrantz et al., 2017, BrignardelloPetersen et al., 2018). In a third clarification (Brignardello-Petersena R et al., 2019) the
potential for incoherence was recognised, but decision makers were advised to choose the
estimate with the higher quality rating, whether or not the set of estimates was now incoherent.

GRADE-NMA would be very time-consuming in large networks.

7.2

6.2 CINeMA

Key references (Salanti et al., 2014, Institute of Social and Preventive Medicine University of
Berne, Nikolakopoulou et al., 2019)

CINeMA (Confidence in Network Meta-Analysis) is a web application based on (Salanti et al.,
2014). It starts from the individual domain ratings on the each study with direct evidence for
each pair-wise contrast, not on the summary rating. CINEMA evaluates the influence of each
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piece of evidence on each NMA estimate, using the “contributions matrix”(Krahn et al., 2013)
which measures how much weight each study has in each pairwise summary estimate.
CINEMA then formally combines these to deliver a quality rating for each NMA estimate. In
comparison to GRADE-NMA, which is non-sensical, the methodology is rigorous, easier and
less time-consuming to use, and cannot produce incoherent conclusions.

An important limitation of CINeMA is that it cannot be applied to the results from a Bayesian
NMA. It’s input must be from a frequentist analysis, and at present it only accepts input from
the netmeta R suite(Rücker et al., 2015).

If a quality rating is deemed useful, CINeMA is a reasonable way to generate it, subject to its
inherent software limitations. However, as with GRADE-NMA, it is not clear how the individual
quality ratings are to be used. How should they impact on the decision, or the decision-making
process? Evidence is very often deemed to be “low” or “very low” quality: but a treatment
recommendation still has to be made.

7.3

Threshold analysis

Key references (Phillippo et al., 2018b, Phillippo et al., 2019)
An alternative approach is to ask the question: “OK, maybe the evidence on A vs B is biased
– but how biased would it have to be before it changed the treatment recommendation?”
This is a form of threshold analysis proposed by (Caldwell et al., 2016) with the computation
of the methods developed by (Phillippo et al., 2018b), using similar methods to CINeMA.
Threshold analysis can be applied to examine the influence of individual trials, of summary
estimates of pair-wise contrasts, or of subsets of trials – for example all trials on a class of
treatments, or all trials carried out in a particular setting. It can also be used to look at the
impact of evidence regarded as “inconsistent” with the rest of the evidence network, or to any
estimate considered at risk of bias
Threshold analysis allows decision makers to focus attention just on those pieces of evidence
to which the decision is sensitive. Threshold analysis has recently been applied in NICE
Guideline development (Inducing of Labour (Guideline in development GID-NG10082), and
Specialist Neonatal Respiratory Care in pre-term babies (Guideline in development GIDQS10137)). Experience so far suggests that guideline developers use threshold analysis to
directly address and potentially mitigate stakeholder criticism of particular pieces of evidence;
or to moderate recommendations, for example recommending that any of a set of active
treatments are chosen, rather than identifying one as the “best”.
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The method is designed to take joint posterior summaries from MCMC simulation as its input,
and so is compatible with any degree of complexity in the evidence synthesis, including the
synthesis of multiple endpoints. (GRADE-NMA and CINeMA would have to treat different
outcomes separately). However, output from frequentist analyses, in the form of mean relative
effects and their covariance matrix, can be analysed as well. An R package is available:
https://cran.r-project.org/package=nmathresh
The method can be applied not only to NMA outputs, but also to outputs from costeffectiveness analysis, so that the threshold analysis is related to recommendations based on
efficacy – and on cost-effectiveness. It is however limited to linear, or linearizable, decision
models. Further development is underway with MRC funding to allow the method to be applied
to non-linear models, incorporating for example Markov models, and – potentially -individual
patient simulation models.

7.4

Recommendations


CINeMA could be used if a confidence rating on one or more NMA estimates is
required.



Threshold analysis should be used to assess the impact on guidance of any potentially
controversial aspects of the data. It could also be considered for routine use. Once the
work on extending it to highly non-linear models is complete (about 18m from now), a
TSD describing its use should be prepared.
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8 METHODS

FOR

META-ANALYSIS

OF

COMPARATIVE

ACCURACY OF DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
8.1

Introduction

Although our focus is on test comparisons, this document must be viewed in the context of
guidance on meta-analysis of diagnostic test accuracy more generally. Current sources of
guidance include the NICE Diagnostic Assessment Programme (DAP) manual (NICE, 2011),
the Cochrane Handbook for Diagnostic Test Accuracy Chapter 10 (Macaskill et al., 2010) and
the Methods Guide to Medical Test Reviews of the Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality (Chang et al., 2012). These documents focus primarily on synthesis of sensitivity and
specificity evidence on a single test, and appropriately recommend bivariate random effects
meta-analysis (Reitsma et al., 2005, Chu and Cole, 2006) or the hierarchical summary receiver
operating characteristic (HSROC) model (Rutter and Gatsonis, 2001), which are equivalent
when no covariates are fitted.
However, further guidance on the single test case is required (see Recommendations), as a
necessary preliminary exercise, before proceeding to the question of test comparisons. In
particular, guidance is needed on methods that accommodate estimates of sensitivity and
specificity at more than one diagnostic threshold per study (Steinhauser et al., 2016, Jones et
al., 2019), and how to determine the optimal threshold, which is a function of disease
prevalence and net benefits attaching to true and false negatives and positives, as well as
sensitivity and specificity.

8.2

Methods for meta-analysis of comparative accuracy

Key references: (Trikalinos et al., 2014b, Menten and Lesaffre, 2015)

To minimise bias, comparative accuracy is best estimated from comparative primary studies,
e.g. paired studies in which each individual receives both index tests plus the reference
standard (Takwoingi et al., 2013). There is no clear guidance yet, however, on how best to
analyse data from such studies.

8.2.1

Test as a covariate

A simple approach is to include test as a covariate in the bivariate or HSROC model (Macaskill
et al., 2010). This, however, ignores both within and between-study correlations arising from
studies evaluating more than one test. The impact of ignoring such correlations in this context
does not appear to have been investigated in depth. However, based on the more general
multivariate meta-analysis literature(Riley et al., 2007, Trikalinos et al., 2014a), we would
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anticipate: (i) summary estimates of sensitivity and specificity, and of comparative accuracy
measures (e.g. differences in sensitivity and specificity) to be relatively robust to this; (ii) but
potentially a substantial impact on the precision of any kind of comparative measure. Notably,
ignoring correlations will impact upon the level of decision-uncertainty in an economic model,
although the likely extent of this impact is currently unknown. See also 7.2.2 regarding
estimation of parameters representing the ‘joint’ accuracy of tests used in combination.

8.2.2

Data inputs and model outputs

Primary test accuracy studies with a paired design might report either ‘fully cross classified
data’ (which includes, for example, the number of individuals with the disease who were
positive on Test A but negative on Test B) or only ‘marginal counts’ (where the overlap
between Test A and B results in the diseased and disease-free populations is unknown). Many
authors have noted that fully cross classified data are rarely available from published study
reports (Macaskill et al., 2010, Hoyer and Kuss, 2018b). In other words, primary studies often
only report the number of true positive, false negative, true negative and false positive results
(a ‘2 x 2 table’) for each test separately, rather than reporting the full overlap (e.g. a 2 x 2 x 2
table). For this reason, most methodological development has focused around modelling of
marginal counts, i.e. data from 2x2 tables (Nyaga et al., 2018a, Nyaga et al., 2018b, Owen et
al., 2018, Hoyer and Kuss, 2018a, Hoyer and Kuss, 2018b), whereas only a few proposed
models require fully cross classified data (possibly imputed in some studies) (Trikalinos et al.,
2014b, Dimou et al., 2016, Cheng, 2016, Menten and Lesaffre, 2015).
The key limitation of modelling only marginal counts is that within-study correlations (arising
when two or more tests are evaluated on the same individuals) cannot then be accounted for.
Each of the models listed above, however, does account for the other source of correlation
that is expected in these data: that arising between-studies. As with the situation of ignoring
both sources of correlation (see 7.2.1), ignoring within-study correlations can be expected to
impact upon the precision of any comparative accuracy measure. More specifically, as these
correlations can generally be expected to be positive, comparative measures can be expected
to be unduly imprecise, although, again, the likely extent of this additional imprecision in
practice is unclear (Macaskill et al., 2010, Trikalinos et al., 2014b). Note that if comparative
primary studies used a non-paired design (e.g. individuals were randomised to Test A or Test
B without crossover) then within-study correlations are not present, such that the above does
not apply.
We note that questions asked by the DAP often require an understanding of the joint accuracy
of two or more tests used in combination or in sequence (Trikalinos et al., 2014b, Cheng,
2016, Novielli et al., 2013). To quantify this, knowledge and modelling of within-study
correlation is crucial: estimates of joint accuracy may be extremely biased if this is ignored.
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An appealing feature of the Trikalinos et al. (2014b) model is the explicit estimation of
parameters representing joint accuracy. However, the model is of high dimensionality and
computationally demanding, even for the case of two index tests versus a gold standard. In
our experience, the model can run in to computational difficulties even for seemingly simplistic
data sets.

8.2.3

Parameterisation

Most proposed models for comparative accuracy have the bivariate model parameterisation
(of Reitsma et al., 2005, Chu and Cole, 2006) at their core, whereas the model proposed by
Lian et al. (2019) instead extends the HSROC parameterisation. Further, most models are
‘arm-based’ (i.e. parameterised in terms of the absolute sensitivity and specificity of each test),
whereas ‘contrast-based’ parameterisations are also an option (Menten and Lesaffre, 2015).
These models also vary in their approach to allowing for between-study dependencies,
including use of multivariate normal distributions (Hoyer and Kuss, 2018a, Ma et al., 2018,
Trikalinos et al., 2014b, Dimou et al., 2016), ‘analysis of covariance’ (ANOVA) type
formulations (Owen et al., 2018, Nyaga et al., 2018a) or use of copulas (Hoyer and Kuss,
2018b, Nyaga et al., 2018b). Further research is needed before we are able to recommend
specific parameterisations (see 7.3.4).

8.2.4

Network meta-analysis of test accuracy

Most authors have focused on the case of data being available on just two tests versus a gold
standard (Trikalinos et al., 2014b, Dimou et al., 2016, Hoyer and Kuss, 2018b, Hoyer and
Kuss, 2018a). However, a small number of models have been proposed for networks of
evidence, where, e.g. Study 1 reports data on tests A,B,C; Study 2 on tests B,C; Study 3 on
C,D etc (Menten and Lesaffre, 2015, Nyaga et al., 2018b, Nyaga et al., 2018a, Lian et al.,
2019, Ma et al., 2018, Owen et al., 2018).

8.2.5

Studies without a ‘gold standard’

Models proposed by Lian et al. (2019) and Ma et al. (2018) are somewhat more flexible than
others in that they allow for the possibility that some studies in the network of evidence did not
apply the ‘gold standard’ test. The model of Menten and Lesaffre (2015) is more flexible still:
it does not require any of the studies to have applied the gold standard. These models draw
on the latent class modelling literature (see 7.3.3).

8.3
8.3.1

Recommendations
Guidance on synthesis of a single test
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For synthesis of data on a singular diagnostic test, in the presence of a gold standard, the
bivariate and HSROC models (Reitsma et al., 2005, Chu and Cole, 2006, Rutter and Gatsonis,
2001), recommended in the DAP manual, should continue to be recommended, although this
advice could be made stronger now that these models are better established. Guidance could
be made clearer, however, through provision of WinBUGS code and examples of use of
synthesised results in a decision model. The guidance should further be extended, in particular
to include models for multiple threshold data (Steinhauser et al., 2016, Jones et al., 2019) and
identification of the optimal threshold in a decision model. As a first step, we recommend that
a new TSD is prepared to cover these issues. This could be produced in the next 6 months.

8.3.2

Guidance on synthesis of comparative accuracy

In the longer term, we recommend that an additional TSD is prepared on methods for evidence
synthesis of comparative and joint test accuracy. The methods described above are still in
their infancy and require further testing before we are able to make clear recommendations.
For this reason, a TSD on comparative and joint test accuracy will be feasible in 2 to 3 years,
once further exploration and model development has taken place (see 7.3.4).

8.3.3

Tests with no gold standard

For completeness we note that there is also a need for guidance on evaluation of test accuracy
in the absence of a ‘gold standard’ comparator. An approach often recommended is to
evaluate tests through a Composite Reference Standard (Naaktgeboren et al., 2013), but this
is based on assumptions that are recognised to be incoherent, and invariably produces biased
estimates of sensitivity and specificity that depend on the true prevalence (Schiller et al.,
2016). An alternative approach is use of latent class models. Latent class evidence synthesis
models (de Bock et al., 1994, Walter et al., 1999, Dendukuri et al., 2012, Chu et al., 2009,
Menten and Lesaffre, 2015, Menten et al., 2013, Liu et al., 2015) are currently
underdeveloped, but this is an active area of research in several centres and appears to be a
natural extension to comparative test accuracy models (see 7.2.5).

8.3.4

Research recommendations

Further research is required to test the robustness of the methods described above, using
simulation studies and practical examples, in addition to further methodological developments,
for comparative and joint test accuracy, and tests with no gold standard.
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